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INTRODUCTION

01 FOREWORD BY ELEANOR O’SULLIVAN,
YOUTH WORK IRELAND CORK
The National Occupational Standards for Youth Work note that the key purpose of
youth work is to enable young people to develop holistically, working with them
to facilitate their personal, social and educational development, to enable them to
develop their voice, influence and place in society and to reach their full potential.
The SORT It programme is another tool that can be used to assist young people to
achieve in their learning, addressing through the programme, the cause and effect
of poor educational attainment. Hopefully the programme will also be a contributory factor in helping to illustrate the value and impact of a youth work approach to
engaging and supporting young people to achieve a recognized qualification through
the LTI programme, that will make a positive difference towards breaking the cycle of
unemployment, lighting a spark in them to go on to further education which will lead
to gainful employment.
We are happy to present the SORT It programme, which aims to support young
people to understand their own experiences of learning and work, to learn how to
better managing challenging or high stress situations, and apply a 4-step process
for managing difficulties that could stop them from achieving their goals. We are
grateful to the group of committed young people and our staff team who piloted this
programme in its first draft, and to the programme developers Quality Matters and
University College Cork.

02 PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
The SORT It programme was designed for youth services to support young people
to problem solve and learn to learn. This programme is delivered over 9 sessions,
each lasting 2 hours. Over the nine sessions, young people take part in an interactive,
engaging and vibrant programme where they explore basic concepts in psychology
relating to stress, negative automatic thoughts, strategizing and reviewing, and how
all of these relate to workplace and classroom problem solving. Participants in the
programme practice a range of skills to help them apply this knowledge in work and
classroom environments.
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03 THE SORT IT MODEL
The SORT It model was developed by a team of researchers, educators and psychologists
for youth services working with
young people who had previously
disengaged from, or had negative
experiences with the education
system. Based on the knowledge that
previous negative difficulties can
to
cause future problems in education
and work, this programme supports
young people to develop skills to
address a range of problems from
interpersonal (such as a fight with
a tutor) to task based (such as
reading difficult instructions). The
I ca n Ch an ge
approach that was developed draws
the
Ma yb e I ca n ch an
on multiple educational theories as
ge
lights
I can ’t cha nge
well as the cognitive models such as
‘metacognitive skills’, which is the set
of skills we develop over time that
help us ‘learn to learn’. The SORT It
model can be used by a young person
each time they encounter a problem.
It involves four simple steps, each of
which begins with a letter from the
word SORT. The model is illustrated
here, and each step is explained
below.

New Brain
PROBLEM SOLVING

hift BRAIN
Old neW

BJECTIVE

ead

Old Brain
FLIGHT OR FIGHT

akeaway
KNOWLEDGE

03.1 STEP 1: SHIFT FROM OLD
BRAIN TO NEW BRAIN
In its most basic form, the brain can be divided into
both an ‘old’ brain and a ‘new’ brain. In terms of human
evolution, the old brain was the first brain to develop
in humans. As humans evolved over many millions of
years, developing language and other more complex
skills, the new brain developed to take over these
functions. Today, we still have both of these brains in
our head, working together.
As it was the first to develop, the main functions of the
old brain tend to be those skills or behaviours that are
seen as more ‘primitive’. When a person first encounters
a problem or difficulty, their stress increases and in
many cases they will go into ‘fight or flight’ mode1.
‘Fight or flight,’ a function of our old brain, was very
helpful to us in primitive times when we were regularly
meeting life-threatening situations (like encountering
a tiger!), but it’s not so useful in the face of everyday
difficulties that might arise in work or in school.

1

New Brain
PROBLEM SOLVING

Old Brain
FLIGHT OR FIGHT

Read more about fight or flight and it’s impact on learning here: http://www.edudemic.com/stress-affects-brain-learning/
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Unfortunately, our ‘old brain’ cannot distinguish well between different stressful situations and
basically thinks that all problems are tigers. An example of this is when the old brain interprets
a non-dangerous situation as dangerous, and might provoke a panic attack. Thankfully, our
new brain can see that there are other ways to deal with threats other than fighting or fleeing.
Our old brain works automatically and is very fast, but our new brain is slower, clearer thinking
and can step in and help us to make a better plan to deal with a problem than fighting or
fleeing. In this sense, the new brain can be seen as the more rational of the two. When we
become stressed, our old brain takes over so we have to do some work to let our new brain be
in charge. Teaching young people some simple steps for shifting from old brain to new brain
is the first step in the programme. It is explored fully in session 2, and ‘grounding’ exercises are
included at the beginning and the end of each session to give young people the opportunity to
regularly practice techniques as part of the programme.

03.2 STEP TWO: OBJECTIVE
After the young person has shifted from their old brain and moved out of fight or flight mode,
the next step is for them to identify their objectives or goals. Identifying a goal helps the
young person to focus on finding the best way to manage the problem. The goal may be short,
medium or long term. For example, in a particular moment when a young person is confused
about instructions they have just received from a teacher:
ww A short term goal would be to find out how to do the task
ww A medium term goal might be to stay in school
ww A long term goal might be to get into college
Once they have identified what it is they are trying to get from the situation, the young person
can figure out the best strategy for managing it.

03.3 STEP THREE: READ THE LIGHTS
The young person has shifted from old brain to new brain, identified their goal in that
particular situation, and now they must decide the best way to deal with this situation. This is
the part of the programme where they assess a situation with a calm mind and a clear goal,
and decide on a strategy for dealing with the situation.
In this programme, the young people are taught that problem situations will generally fall into
one of three categories, reflecting their ability to manage it or impact change in it. For each
colour, there are a number of skills and approaches to inform their strategy to deal with the
problem. They will practice, and can then draw on these skills to manage problem situations:

Problem colour

In relation to
the problem this
means…

Metacognitive and Related Skills required to Manage

Red

I can’t change it

Grit, resilience, perseverance and focus on goals

Orange

I might change it

Negotiation, resilience, focus on goals, reviewing
strategies

Green

I can change it

Planning, trialling a strategy and reviewing it
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KEY RESOURCE
Key resources for this part of the programme are vignette videos, depicting a scenario from
each category of red, orange or green. There are two vignette videos developed for each
colour, but the two videos depict the same scenario, once played out without a helpful
strategy, and the second played out with a good, helpful ‘new brain’ strategy. These videos are
used throughout the programme to teach strategizing.

03.4 STEP 4: TAKEAWAY LESSON
The final step in the model is the ‘takeaway’. This refers to the lesson the young person can
learn from how they approached the situation, i.e. the strategy they used. This is done through
reflection after the fact, and allows the young person to think about what they did well,
whether or not it worked for them and also what they could do better the next time. Critical
reflection on strategy use, feedback and evaluation is a core factor in meta-cognitive learning
and problem solving.

04 OTHER KEY CONCEPTS INFORMING THE PROGRAMME
NEGATIVE AUTOMATIC THOUGHTS

New Brain
PROBLEM SOLVING

hift BRAIN

Part of the programme involves helping young people
to think about their thinking. Many of our thoughts
occur automatically which is to
very useful in many
instances, but in some instances these thoughts can
have a negative impact on us. Importantly for this
course, if we encounter a problem situation we can
have thoughts that are negative and unhelpful such
as: ‘I’ll never be able to do this’ ‘I failed because I’m
stupid’ ‘ he hates me and that’s why he’s challenging
I ca n Chwe
an ge
me’. Key here is that we may not
theeven be aware
Ma yb e I ca n ch an
ge
are having these negative thoughts
(hence
they
are
lights
I can ’t chan ge
automatic) and so even bringing these to the attention
of a young person is beneficial. Challenging these
thoughts means we can see ways to solve the problem
or see more clearly our own ability or capacity to
manage a challenge to our advantage.

Old neW

BJECTIVE

ead

Old Brain
FLIGHT OR FIGHT

akeaway

K N OW L E D G E
One of the strategies that young people learn

When a problem comes along

OLD BRAIN OR NEW BRAIN
Trigger

Thoughts

Response

feelings
KEY

NEW BRAIN

OLD BRAIN

through this programme is to think about their
thinking when they face a problem. The problem is known as a ‘trigger’ (this could be a person
saying something or a difficult task, for example). When we are working in our old brain, we
encounter a trigger, we have automatic thought which causes an emotional response, and we
react to this. However, if we draw on our rational, new, problem solving brain, we can slow
down our thinking when we are triggered or in a challenging situation, to see if we are having
any negative automatic thoughts that might be holding us back from using the best strategy to
solve the problem. This is illustrated in the diagram below.

FIXED VS. GROWTH MIND-SET IN INTELLIGENCE
An important concept in working with people who may have beliefs that hold back their ability
to learn and engage in education is challenging some ideas that they may have about their
own intelligence. The theory of fixed vs. growth mind-set in intelligence refers to the ideas that
people have about whether intelligence is something you are born with and is fixed for life, or
something that can grow and develop, like our muscles, through exercise and work. What is
very important about the different perspectives is that those who believe intelligence is fixed
typically feel that if they encounter a problem that they cannot immediately master, that they
are not capable of overcoming it. Those with a growth mind-set are more likely to problem
solve and try to find a way around it.
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Carol Dweck, a Stanford University professor who has conducted 30 years of research into
self-beliefs and mindsets says the following about fixed and growth mindsets2:
“In the fixed mindset, people believe that their talents and abilities are fixed traits. They have a
certain amount and that’s that; nothing can be done to change it. Many years of research have
now shown that when people adopt the fixed mindset, it can limit their success. They become
over-concerned with proving their talents and abilities, hiding deficiencies, and reacting
defensively to mistakes or setbacks-because deficiencies and mistakes imply a (permanent)
lack of talent or ability. People in this mindset will actually pass up important opportunities to learn and grow if there is a risk of unmasking weaknesses. In the growth mindset,
people believe that their talents and abilities can be developed through passion, education,
and persistence. For them, it’s not about looking smart or grooming their image. It’s about
a commitment to learning–taking informed risks and learning from the results, surrounding
yourself with people who will challenge you to grow, looking frankly at your deficiencies and
seeking to remedy them. Most great business leaders have had this mindset, because building
and maintaining excellent organizations in the face of constant change requires it.”
Early in the programme, in session one, the idea of fixed versus growth mind-sets is introduced
to support young people to be open to the idea that even though they may have previous
negative experiences in learning, that through developing their problem solving skills, they
can grow their intelligence in various ways. There is a video listed in the Tutors Resources
where you can watch and learn more about this.

05 WHAT YOUNG PEOPLE GET FROM THE PROGRAMME
Young people who take part in this programme will:
ww Have a better understanding of their own experiences of learning, through reflection and
discussion
ww Have a better understanding of the role of ‘fight or flight’ in preventing learning
ww Be able to apply some simple techniques to shift from ‘fight or flight’ into problem solving
mode, to help them overcome problems in the classroom or workplace
ww Learn a simple four-step strategy for approaching problems they encounter in the
workplace or classroom
ww Apply the four-step SORT It strategy to a range of work or learning-based scenarios and
tasks.

06 VALUES AND PRINCIPALS: CONSISTENTLY APPLIED IN
DELIVERING THE PROGRAMME
ww Strengths Based: all young people can learn, all young people can grow their skills and
intelligences and all young people can improve their ability to problem solve and learn.
The tutor should seek to find the strength and positive angle in all discussions and conversations in the class, highlighting existing skills that the young people have in the stories
they tell, even if they tell them from a negative perspective.
ww Focus on Psychology: This is, at its most basic, a psychology programme for young people.
They learn about the brain and their thinking and how to apply new skills in their lives.
They should be reminded of this at regular intervals to keep their interest piqued and
keen.
ww Dynamic: Each class will be dynamic, involving a variety of teaching methods including
video and movement where possible. Each session involves at least one exercise requiring
movement and one video.

2 http://learningandtheadolescentmind.org/people_01.html
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ww Accepting: The tutor should ensure in all of their interactions that they are accepting the
young people as they are. Where there are behaviours that hurt others, of course this
should be challenged in a kind, caring and respectful way, acknowledging where the
young person is coming from.
ww Warm, Kind and Funny: the tutor should seek to facilitate an atmosphere that is also warm,
kind and funny and encourage participants to treat one another in this way
ww Realistic: all scenarios and examples provided in this programme come from real life
situations provided by local young people. Participants are encouraged to bring their own
life experiences into the classroom to inform learning among their peers. This is a key
value for the credibility of the programme among the participants.
ww Collaborative: everyone in the classroom, including the tutor and all of the participants,
are experts by experience and have the capacity to support one another to problem solve.
Collaborative approaches including feedback, discussions and respectful challenging
should be engaged at all points.
ww Clear and Accessible: the model, the language around it and the programme content is
clear and accessible to all young people. Any term or concept that is unclear should be
discussed and clarified.
ww Complete: If a participant misses a session s/he should be given the option of completing
it 1-2-1 with the tutor before the next session

07 LIST OF THINGS YOU WILL NEED TO DELIVER THE
PROGRAMME
You will need some or all of the following most weeks to deliver the programme:
ww A tablet or mobile device (note a laptop will not work for the dragon-racing game, only a
mobile phone or tablet)
ww A laptop or computer for showing powerpoint presentations and videos
ww An internet connection
ww A projector with an appropriate connection to project from the tablet or mobile device
(see module two appendix for help in identifying what you need here)
ww Speakers to project videos
ww Videos loaded and ready to go from the internet
ww Flip charts, markers, coloured paper etc.
ww Print outs of the appropriate Hand-outs each week
ww Folders for young people to store their Hand-outs
ww The dragon-racing score card
ww Other materials as indicated in the first page of each module

08 TRAUMA INFORMED CLASSROOMS: ANTICIPATING
AND MANAGING CHALLENGES
08.1 CHALLENGES
The SORT It programme is one which encourages self-reflection and self-examination and can
create a culture where participants are actively thinking about their difficulties, and where
people are open about the challenges they are having. This can cause people to experience
feelings and act in ways that may require additional support than might usually be expected
in a classroom environment. In addition to this, the SORT It programme is a trauma-informed
programme. This means that the programme is delivered with the assumption that some, many
or all of the young people taking part are survivors of childhood or on-going trauma. Trauma
impacts on a young person’s capacity to be in a classroom environment, both in terms of
learning and relationships and can have consequences such as:
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Impacts on academic performance

Impacts on social relationships

Reduced Cognitive capacity

Need for control (causing conflict with
teachers and other students)

Sleep disturbance (causing poor concentration)
Difficulties with memory (making learning
harder)
Language delays (reducing capacity for
listening, understanding and expressing)

Attachment difficulties (making attachment
to school problematic)
Poor peer relationships (making school an
unpleasant experience)
Unstable living situation (reducing learning,
and capacity to engage with a new school)

Taken from ‘Calmer Classrooms: A Guide to Working with Traumatised Children’ by the Victorian Commission for
Children and Young People, Australia

The tutor will be best placed to respond to participants with difficult feelings or behaviours
that are challenging to the tutor or others if time is taken to anticipate these situations, and
devise strategies to respond to them if they arise. A key facet of this programme

08.2 ESTABLISHING A TRAUMA-INFORMED CLASSROOM
This section is adapted from ‘Calmer Classrooms: A Guide to Working with Traumatised Children’ by the Victorian
Commission for Children and Young People, Australia, and Washington State Office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction’s Compassionate Schools Initiative.

Understand the Young Person: As a trauma-informed programme, the tutor can increase their
empathy with young people by being aware that trauma can result in a person behaving
younger than they are and that this should guide teaching practices, responses and relationships.
Provide Unconditional Positive Regard: Providing consistent care can help young people to
build trust and form relationships with you. Unconditional positive regard means that you
communicate acceptance, regardless of what the young person says or does. This means for
example that if a young person says, “I hate this class, it’s stupid”, you can show acceptance by
saying “I’m sorry to hear you feel that way, I’d like you to have a good time here and get your
work done” or something to that effect.
Manage Your Own Reactions: Know that young people can have difficulties, and that this can
bring stress into the classroom; focus yourself and ensure that you can remain calm. This will
help young people to become or remain calm themselves.
“Can I Help You With”: If a young person isn’t taking part in an exercise or doing a required
activity, offering help (can I help you to fill the sheet… etc.) rather than giving warnings or
asking why they are not doing something may be a more effective engagement technique.
Structure and Consistency: Young people who are survivors of trauma can particularly benefit
from safe, clear, consistent, fair and firm boundaries applied calmly and sensitively.
Time In Not Time Out: If a young person is being disruptive or disengaged, rather than send
them out, invite them to come and work with you to complete the task if this is feasible. Time
out reinforces the notion that the young person is un-loveable or unacceptable.
Connect: Young people who have been traumatised may present as withdrawn or may be
hyper-aroused or aggressive. Very often, those who are very withdrawn may be dealing with a
lot of internal anxiety that is not evident on the surface. Young people in either state may have
difficulty engaging or learning. Making gentle and consistent attempts to connect with the
young person to bring them back to the room and to themselves can help them to engage. This
might be a direct communication (eye communication or directly addressing them) or a light
touch if appropriate. Young people who are regularly dissociated (either withdrawn or hyper)
may need help to catch up with things, as they are often inattentive.
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Offer Choices and Stay in Control: Young people may often become oppositional, and refuse
to comply with a request, or do the opposite of what is requested. Where this happens, use
humour and offer choices wherever possible. Offering choices and staying in control of the
dialogue in these situations helps to reinforce consistent boundaries and structure. Do not
allow frustration to get the better of you and use structure without threat.
Acknowledge Good Decisions and Choices: Young trauma survivors may not react well to
praise, but commenting on a particular task or job well done (rather than intrinsic characteristics) can provide needed and meaningful positive reinforcement.
Know Your Role and Your Limits: While establishing a positive relationship is essential to
creating a good learning environment for young people and in particular trauma survivors,
be aware of the limits of your role. You are a tutor for this programme, and while personal
challenges and difficulties may be discussed, you should ensure that the young person
accesses professional or specialised support where it is needed. Use the structures within
your organisation – if there is a counsellor, refer them there. If there is a key working or youth
working system, ensure you encourage them to speak to their worker about difficulties or
challenges.

08.3 PRIOR TO EACH SESSION
ww Have an appropriate support system in place within your organisation. This may mean
having an allocated supervisor/mentor to help prepare you in advance and provide you
with debriefing and on-going support.
ww Ensure you have good working knowledge of your organisations policies that may be
relevant including:
ÒÒ Child protection
ÒÒ Responding to disclosures of self-harm / suicidal thoughts
ÒÒ Responding to disclosures of substance use
ÒÒ Managing challenging behaviour
ÒÒ Making referrals for personal, health and social issues
ww Ensure you are adequately prepared for the session; use your checklist to ensure you have
all materials and teaching supports ready, and be confident with the theory and exercises.
Having undertaken enough preparation with the content will reduce any anxiety you may
have in this regard and allow you to be more attentive and responsive to the needs of
participants
ww Remind yourself that teaching and facilitation can be a stressful job; take some time prior
to the session to ground yourself, using some of the exercises in the programme. Take
time to ground yourself, reduce your adrenaline and increase your confidence.
ww Accept that there may be challenges. Think about how they will manifest and how you
might manage them using the trauma-informed principles

08.4 AFTER THE SESSION
ww Have a debrief with your manager or allocated person, focussing on what you feel you did
well, what concerned you and what you could have done better.
ww Promptly follow up on any concerns relating to referrals, child protection or other issues
arising, in line with your organisation’s policies

09 CONSIDERATIONS FOR TIMING - FLEXIBILITY
To ensure young people can benefit from all of the core learning in this programme, it is
important that all material is covered. The programme has been designed to allow for
flexibility – there is a 10 minute ‘trickle in’ period and a ten minute ‘close’ at the beginning and
end of each session, and there is only 1 hour and 20 minutes of content between the trickle-in
and close scheduled for each session.
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This means that where 2 hours are scheduled for classes, there is 20 minutes unscheduled, and
20 minutes focussed on either warming up or winding down. The following guidelines will help
the tutor to ensure that they can move the content at a pace that suits their group best:
ww All material should be covered
ww Additional weeks can be added with some material spread over additional sessions
ww The dragon-racing game can be added to other weeks; it is only scheduled for use in 3 – 4
sessions as detailed in the modules
ww Any other exercises that teach mindfulness or Cognitive Behaviour Therapeutic skills can
be added to increase this important facet of the learning but these should be based in
evidence and come from a reputed source
ww Additional time for dialogue may be added etc. if deemed suitable, as long as all material
is covered over the course of the programme

10 KEY LESSONS FROM THE LITERATURE
A detailed and comprehensive literature review informs this programme. This section presents
9 key lessons from the literature that informs the programme, as a reminder or refresher for
tutors. Tutors should read the full literature review in preparation for the programme and may
use this to remind themselves of some of the important findings informing the programme

10.1 KEY LESSONS: PROGRAMME CONTENT
1.

There are many factors that contribute to early school leaving in adolescence, which in
turn can contribute to poor workplace performance in later life. These include coming from
lower socioeconomic background, coming from lone parent families, coming from families
with low levels of parental education as well as previous negative experiences with teachers
and schools. In order to become a fully engaged young adult within society, adolescents
must move through certain developmental stages. There are many potential threats to the
adolescent brain, which can slow down or stop this development, including poor physical
health and nutrition, mental illness, substance abuse, early childhood trauma and toxic stress.
Despite these threats, the adolescent brain shows considerable resilience and given certain
conditions, adolescents can overcome these challenges. The aim of this programme is to
re-engage young people who have become disaffected by traditional education. No matter
what an individual’s past experiences has been, all young people have the ability to benefit
from this programme and from education in the future.

2.

Toxic stress is one of the many key inhibitors of learning, and developing techniques
to manage this can support young people to engage in learning. A key element of this
programme is learning to use simple techniques to manage stress, to help young people
effectively manage difficult situations arising in learning or workplace environments

3.

A large amount of literature has suggested that metacognition, the process of “thinking about
thinking”, can be used to re-engage young adults as effective, independent learners. In practice
this means learning how to plan, implement and review problem solving and learning skills.
This programme aims to put these skills into practice by learning to set goals and objectives
for learning and problem solving, to plan an approach to a problem and to review whether this
approach was successful. Along with learning to manage stress reactions, this is the basis of
the SORT It model.

4.

The literature tells us that learning meta-cognitive skills is most successful when it’s applied
to a range of scenarios, and best taught in a way that is collaborative and cooperative. Videos
developed specifically for this programme show the application of metacognitive and problem
solving strategies, using real-life scenarios from the lives of young people. The programme
also relies on encouraging young people to collaboaratively and cooperatively reflect and
apply learning to scenarios from their own lives, and look at developing alternative constructive strategies in the future.
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10.2 KEY LESSONS: APPROACH TO DELIVERING THE PROGRAMME
1.

Trauma informed care is a model for providing services and education that accounts for the
fact that most people will have experienced some form of trauma, and will often be in states
of heightened stress. Key principals of trauma informed care include: safety, trustworthiness and transparency, peer support, collaboration and mutuality, empowerment as well as
cultural, historical, and gender sensitivity. This programme aims to be trauma informed at all
times in its delivery to participants; this means that at all times the tutor will aim to ensure
young people while on this programme feel safe, trusted, not judged and accepted.

2.

The most successful educational settings are those in which there are positive teacher-student
relationships, contributing to an overall positive learning environment. It is a fundamental aim
of this programme that there is mutual respect shown between both instructors and participants, but also between participants themselves.

3.

As part of the ‘visible learning’ framework, learning programmes should contain specific
learning intentions and success criteria. As well as this, learning strategies which provide
both teachers and students with feedback tend to be most effective. The current programme
will contain specific learning objectives for each session and exercise. Both students and the
instructor will have the opportunity to give and receive feedback as the programme develops.

4.

Looking to other programmes and modules which have incorporated elements of metacognition, it is of crucial importance that facilitators understand the concept of metacognition in
order to engage participants on this topic. Following the reading of the literature review, facilitators should have a clear understanding of metacognition and related concepts mentioned in
the review.

5.

The aims of this programme are in line with national strategy in Ireland for youth work, Youth
Work centres are appropriate settings for the delivery of psycho-social education for young
people. Youth Work can promote pro-social behaviour and support young people with the
practical skills to navigate education and employment environments. The SORT It model can
be successfully delivered as part of a broader Youth Work curriculum.

11 SORT IT: TUTOR’S ESSENTIAL RESOURCES
Before you begin the programme, it’s important that you spend some time studying, up-skilling
and becoming familiar with the models and theories informing the programme. Below are a
number of interesting resources including reading, listening and video resources to help you
prepare for the programme;

11.1 ESSENTIAL
1. Read the Full SORT It Literature Review on www.qualitymatters.ie/SORTIt
2. Watch SORT It Expert Adviser Dr Sharon Lambert on Stress and Learning: https://youtu.be/
QAQ9tPP79jE

11.2 ADDITIONAL
1. Watch a Video About Fixed v Growth Mindsets and Their Impact on Learning Outcomes
Here: https://vimeo.com/95297241
2. Read About Fight or Flight and its Impact on Learning Here: http://www.edudemic.com/
stress-affects-brain-learning/
3. Listen to This American Life Podcast Episode ‘Back to School’ to learn about new
approaches to education, stress, cognition and supporting learning: http://www.thisamericanlife.org/radio-archives/episode/474/back-to-school
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01

SESSION

SORT It

Past, Present
& Future
Learning

01

Past, Present
& Future Learning
Please thoroughly read the
introductory chapter and the literature
review to ensure you are familiar with
all concepts and models, and that you
can confidently explain them simply
and clearly to participants.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

By the end of this session participants will:
ww Understand the purpose of the programme
and the core model underpinning the
programme
ww Feel heard about their previous experiences
of learning
ww Understand the idea of ‘fluid’ intelligence

1hr
40

MATERIALS NEEDED

SORT It Module 1
PowerPoint presentation
Computer, projector
and screen
Speakers connected to the
computer to hear the video
Small portable pocket
folders for all participants
A small bell or a
mindfulness app bell
on a smartphone
Copy of Hand-out 1
for each participant
A few copies of the ‘word
sheet’ words cut out and
spread out on a table

SESSION
TIMETABLE

Section

Time

Trickle In

10

Intro to the programme

15

Group agreement

20

My learning so far

30

Growing Smart

15

Close

10

Flip charts
and markers
Sticky notes
Two large (e.g. flipchart)
sheets with ‘past’ and
‘future’ written on them
Four large (e.g. flipchart)
sheets with the statements
in the ‘trickle in’ exercise
written on them
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10
MIN

Trickle In Exercise

ÆSLIDE 1

ww Have four flipcharts up on a wall with the following headings
ÒÒ I learn and solve problems by watching videos
ÒÒ I learn and solve problems by talking to other people
ÒÒ I learn and solve problems by reading articles
ÒÒ I learn and solve problems by writing, doodling or drawing
ww Have a selection of sticky notes near the pages
ww Ask participants, as they come in to consider each of the four statements and whether it is ‘not
true’ ‘sort of true’ or ‘very true’ for them
ww Ask them to put one sticky on each statement, rating how true it is for them.
ww Once they have done this they can sit down
ww Have a discussion as participants are coming in, completing the exercise and sitting down, about
the different ways we can learn and solve problems.

15
MIN

Introduction to the Programme
AIM Participants understand the purpose of the programme and the model behind it.

OVERVIEW
There are three parts to this introduction:
a) Introducing the ‘Mindful Minute’
b) Giving an overview of the course
c)
A

Giving an overview of the models

MINDFUL MINUTE

ÆSLIDE 2

ww Welcome the participants and ask them to sit quietly. Tell them we are going to rest for one minute and do a relaxation exercise. Highlight that sitting quietly for a minute might sound easy, but
for some people this can be difficult, and it requires practice. Reassure them that it’s fine if they
find it a bit difficult at first.
ww Talk them through the exercise slowly, ensuring your instructions are well spaced to allow the
group to undertake each small task (concentrating, breathes etc.), try to use a clear clam voice and
model the mindfulness yourself.
ww Start by asking them to concentrate on feeling their feet on the ground, the chair beneath them
and the air on their skin… next ask them to take some deep breathes concentrating on feeling the
breath in and out. This purpose of this exercise is to help them feel present in this room here and
now.
ww Ring the bell / mindfulness app at the end of the minute
ww Explain that every week, to help focus the group and make sure everyone brings their concentration into the room, the session will start with a quick mindful minute or other exercise
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01
B

OVERVIEW OF THE COURSE

ÆSLIDE 3

Talk the young people through the overall programme (all information is in the introductory chapter
of the programme) addressing the following points:
ww This is a psychology course
ww It is to help us learn about our brains and how they work
ww It is to help us learn how we respond to different problems, particularly in work or education situations
ww We will do some experiments and exercises to see how our brain changes
ww We’ll use computer games, discussions and exercises where get to move around
ww The course will be very practical which means all the learning can be applied in real life situations
ww The course will be fun and hard work
C

MODELS

ÆSLIDE 4-6

ww Having familiarised yourself with the models before the class, talk the young people through the
basic concepts of:
ÒÒ Old Brain and New Brain
ÒÒ Old brain problem solving and new brain problem solving
ÒÒ The SORT it Model
ww Give the hand-out of the diagrams (at end of module) and a folder to each participant, explaining
that they can store notes and hand-out from the course
20
MIN

Exercise One: Group Agreement

ÆSLIDE 7

AIM Participants develop rules or guidelines for how the group will manage itself over the
course of the programme

INSTRUCTIONS
ww Let participants know the purpose of the exercise, that we will develop guidelines for our group
for how we will work together
ww These may be written up by the tutor and stuck up at each class to remind the group
ww Wherever possible, the group should come up with the rules themselves.
ww Positive reinforcement and encouragement should inform the discussion at all times

FACILITATORS NOTES

It is important that from the earliest point, the tutor is modelling the values of acceptance, honesty and
understanding regardless of where the young person is coming from or their contribution
To promote a caring, trauma informed learning environment, participants who contribute should be
positively reinforced at all times, even if what they say may not be a suitable rule from the tutor’s
perspective. If a young person comes up with something inappropriate or unsuitable, the tutor should
focus on the positive and shift the idea in some way to either make it applicable to the group or highlighting it’s usefulness elsewhere but not for this group e.g. ‘great idea… I can see why that makes great
sense in X but I’m wondering if here we might Y’
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POTENTIAL CATEGORIES FOR THE GROUP AGREEMENT
ACCEPTANCE
We should accept one another, and feel free to be ourselves, share our stories and not
feel judged by the tutor or other people in the group

UNDERSTANDING
We should try to understand where other people are coming from and let them know that
when we are discussing different things

HONESTY
We should be as honest as possible with one another, while being kind

CONFIDENTIALITY
Participants should respect one another, and only share stories about anyone in the group
with their permission.

PARTICIPATION
A good way to really learn about ourselves, is to take part, do the exercises, provide
feedback to other people and join in conversations. Still, we know some people are shy,
some people don’t like to talk in a group and some things are just difficult to talk about.
Nobody has to do or say anything they don’t want, and we want you to take this at your
own pace. If you’re feeling a bit shy, we encourage you to push yourself to join in, or have
a chat to the tutor about it if you need to.

MINDING YOURSELF
Sometimes when we talk about personal issues, like our families, we can get upset. If you
find that you are feeling down and you want a break from the group that’s alright, let
the tutor know, and they will come outside with you, or you can take a few minutes by
yourself if you need to.

TIMEKEEPING
Everyone should arrive on time so we can get the most out of the sessions together and
not have to repeat ourselves
If you can’t make it to one the sessions
The tutor will try to catch up and bring you up to speed during the week.

35
MIN

Exercise Two: My Learning So Far

ÆSLIDE 8

AIM

Participants understand that even if we had negative past experience of school, it doesn’t mean
all our future learning will be the same.

FACILITATORS NOTE

It is through this exercise that participants should learn that this is a safe space, where they can be
themselves, talk as they usually do and be honest about their opinions or ideas on school. It should be
dynamic, challenging and fun.
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INSTRUCTIONS
a) Put out the two sheets with ‘past’ and ‘future’ headings out on the floor, or in a central point in the
room that witll be accessible
b) Ask the young people to come up to the table and pick words out to describe their past experiences of school
c)

Ask the young people to also think about words from their heads to describe their past experiences
of school. Encourage them to be honest, to curse, to laugh and to be as critical as they feel. If they
had positive experiences, they should share them too. Their experiences may relate to, for example
ÒÒ Themselves
ÒÒ Teachers, schools or institutions
ÒÒ Friends or classmates

d) Ask the young people to put some of their words representing their past experiences on the ‘past’
sheet – they can either place the cut out words, or write some new ones on the sheet
e) Now, facilitate a discussion about what they would like to see happening in the future:
Group Question

Points to Include in Discussion

Will learning always be bad or
unpleasant?

Even if many past experiences have been difficult
or only some have been good, it is possible that the
future will be different

Could you flip or reverse some of
the stuff that you’ve said didn’t work
so well? What would that look like
if it was the opposite?

Try to describe together what positive learning or
working environment looks like. This is to try to
describe what a good learning experience would look
like

What words would you use to
describe a positive learning
experience

Ask Participantss to pick some words to describe the
positive future. See if they are in the list of words that
they have and if not they can write them down

What are your hopes for future
learning?

Try to remember that learning can be in a classroom,
youth service or work

ww Finally, ask the young people to do the same exercise (e.g. using the cut out words or writing words
to describe future experiences of learning) as previous but for how they would like learning to be
in the future, reflecting the discussion you just had.

15
MIN

Exercise Three: Growing Smart

ÆSLIDE 9-10

AIM Participants understand that our ability/intelligence is not set, but can be developed through
practice

OVERVIEW

There is one part to this exercise: Discussion on fluidity of ability and intelligence

PART A: INSTRUCTIONS – STANDING SCALE
a) Ask all participants to stand up
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b) Point to one side of the room and say –
ÒÒ Stand at this side if you think you are smart, stupid or something in between and you cant
change that, like you’ve either got intelligence or you don’t
ÒÒ Stand at this side if you think that you can change your intelligence and it’s not set for life
c)

Briefly ask one or two people to discuss their reasoning and explain that you’re going to watch a
video together about this

d) Together, watch the growth mind-set video on slide 9
e) Read out the quote from Michael Jordan on the presentation (slide 10)
f)

Ask again ‘how many agree that you are either smart, stupid, or in between, and you can’t change
that, like you’ve either got intelligence or you haven’t

g) Discuss

Group Question

Points to Include for Discussion

Do you think what
you believe about
your intelligence
can hold you back

Those who believe intelligence is fixed typically feel that if they
encounter a problem that they cannot immediately master, that they
are not capable of overcoming it. Those with a growth mindset are
more likely to problem solve and try to find a way around it.

Can you do a ‘work
out’ on your intelligence like you can
on your body in
the gym?

Intelligence and ability are things that can grow and develop, like our
muscles, through exercise and work

What do people
with a fixed
mindset believe?

They have a certain amount of intelligence or ability, and that’s that;
nothing can be done to change it.

What do people
in the growth
mindset believe?

Their talents and abilities can be developed through passion,
education, and persistence. This means that they will make an effort
to manage challenges. They might not always succeed but they stand
a better chance of success than if they didn’t try.

This means that they might not make an effort to face challenges, and
are therefore unlikely to succeed in managing difficulties
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10
MIN

Close
TIME Allow up to 10 minutes for this session
Use this close to introduce the idea of the close of the group to the participants. The close is a
10-minute wind down to clear their headspace and get them ready to go on to their next class.
AIM

INSTRUCTIONS
Explain: let participants know that the close each week will have three parts - a simple reflection on
what we have learned, a small challenge they have to take home with them in order to practice wha
they learned, and a grounding mindfulness exercise
Reflection: For this week, participants can simply say:
ww One thing they’ve learned
ww One thing they are looking forward to learning more about
Take the Lesson: Explain to participants that each week, they will be asked to ‘take the lesson’ from the
day into the week. The task for this week is to:
ww Keep an eye on the different things they learn in different places over the week, and report back
next week on one new thing that they learn. Anything at all. It can be at home, it can be on a
course, or with mates.
Grounding:
ww Explain that every week, to formally close the group that we will do the same exercise which is to
ground ourselves and focus ourselves
ww Ring the bell/ mindfulness app
ww Ask participants to look at their feet and feel them on the ground, feel their hands and feet.
ww Thank the participants and wish them well until next week
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Old Brain
FLIGHT OR FIGHT

New Brain
PROBLEM SOLVING
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Response

Trigger

KEY
NEW BRAIN

OLD BRAIN

feelings

Thoughts

OLD BRAIN OR NEW BRAIN

When a problem comes along

Word Sheet
Boring

Enjoyable

Interested

Stressful

Stupid

Useless

Not interesting

Bollox

Strong

Don’t give a shit

Deadly

Cared for

No personality

Helpful

Miserable

No creativity

Supportive

Smart

Teachers don’t help

Shit

Stupid

Teachers have no
respect

Mean

Respected

Easy

Lonely

Scary

Pissed off

Uncomfortable

Great

Trouble

Sleepy

Fighting

Buzzing

Learning

Nervous

Happy

Understood

Bored

Confident

Excited

Annoyed

Scared

Ashamed

Old fashioned
Picked on
Boring
Hard
Fun
Annoying
Caring
Safe
Dangerous
Good
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SESSION

SORT It

Shift Old
Brain to
New Brain

02
Shift Old Brain
to New Brain
Please ensure you have:
ww At least three days before the class Read ‘Appendix
1: Using the Dragon Racing Game’, this will ensure
you have thought about the use of this game and
the technology required
ww Trialled the dragon racing game app with the
specific tablet/phone and other equipment
you intend to use on the day to ensure you can
confidently instruct young people how to use it
ww Ensure that you have internet connection or access
to the app off-line

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

By the end of this session participants will:

MATERIALS NEEDED

SORT It Module 1
PowerPoint presentation
Computer, projector
and screen
Speakers connected to the
computer to hear the video
Tablet or phone with
Bluetooth connection
Dragon racing game app
downloaded to tablet
or phone you will use

ww Understand the role of old brain/new brain (fight
or flight) on learning and behaviours

Two PIP’s

ww Learn skills to support them to move from old
brain to new brain when they are under stress

Copies of Hand-out
One - Triggers

1hr
40

Copy of the dragon-racing scorecard to keep all
participants weekly score

SESSION
TIMETABLE

Section

Time

Trickle In

10

Welcome

5

1.Fight or flight

10

2.Triggers

20

The 4 flipcharts from
the Module One’s
trickle in exercise (see
trickle-in exercise)

3.Techniques for moving from 15
old brain to new brain
4. Dragon Racing

30

Close

10
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10
MIN

Trickle In Exercise

ÆSLIDE 1

Last week’s Take the Lesson was: Keep an eye on the different things they learn in different places over
the week, and report back next week on one new thing that they learn. Anything at all. It can be at
home, it can be on a course, or with mates
ww As participants arrive, remind them of the ‘Take the Lesson’ from last week – there are key questions written up on the slide
ww Have four flipcharts up on a wall with the following headings
ÒÒ I learn and solve problems by watching videos
ÒÒ I learn and solve problems by talking to other people
ÒÒ I learn and solve problems by reading articles
ÒÒ I learn and solve problems by writing, doodling or drawing
ww Ask participants to talk to you/others about something they learned this week, and to use a sticky
to indicate how they learned it from the four options on the flipcharts – they can just put a sticky
on the poster with the technique they used
ww Discuss as young people are arriving any patterns emerging
5
MIN

Welcome
AIM

ÆSLIDE 2

Participants are calm and ready to engage

INSTRUCTIONS
MINDFUL MINUTE
ww Welcome the participants and remind them that at the beginning of each session we will do a
‘mindful minute’ which is a brief exercise that helps us to focus, become calm and ready to engage
ww Explain that today we will practice a breathing exercise for one minute called ‘square breathing’
ww Explain that focussing on deep breathing has many benefits; it can help us relax and concentrate,
and if we are anxious it is very helpful in reducing feelings of anxiety.
ww Explain that during this exercise, participants should try to breathe deeply – this means breathing
right down into the rib cage so it expands out when you breathe – you can feel this is working if
you place your hand on the top of your stomach and it moves in and out when you breathe.
ww Point to the slide and explain that we will try ‘square breathing’ – this means breathing in counting
to four, holding counting to four, breathing out counting to four, and holding counting to four, and
repeating this a few times.
ww Talk the participants through the round:
ÒÒ Inhale, 2, 3, 4
ÒÒ Hold, 2, 3, 4
ÒÒ Exhale 2, 3, 4
ÒÒ Hold 2, 3, 4
ww After a minute of this, ring the bell/mindfulness app, thank the participants and tell them we’ll get
started with the session.
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SESSION OVERVIEW

Explain that in this session, we will:
ww Watch a video about fight or flight, learn about stress, and ways to manage it
ww Practice some of these ‘de-stressing’ techniques using a dragon-racing video game
10
MIN

Fight or Flight
AIM

ÆSLIDE 3-4

Participants learn about the fight or flight response

OVERVIEW

There is one part to this exercise:
a) Fight or flight video and discussion

1B) FIGHT OR FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS
a) Watch the fight or flight video (Slide 5)
b) Have a discussion addressing the following points (Slide 6)
Group Question

Discussion Points to Include

So what is the
fight or flight
response?

Clarify, it is a function of our old brain, was very helpful to us in primitive
times when we were regularly encountering life-threatening situations
(like encountering a tiger!), but not so useful in the face of everyday difficulties that might arise in work or in school.
The video said that the ‘fight or flight’ happens before we have even had
time to think, and this can save our lives in the face of danger.

What types of
situations in our
modern lives
might ‘fight or
flight’ be useful?

Examples from the modern world include if we are attacked, or if a car
approaches suddenly etc. Discuss the fact that our ‘old brain’, also known
as our primitive brain, thinks that all problems are tigers. So, our old Brian
will respond to something that threatens our sense of calm or happiness,
such as an exam or a peer being rude to us, as if this where a tiger – and
this is not always helpful.

Is fight or flight
relevant for more
usual day-to-day
problems like
dealing with a
job interview
or a difficulty in
school?

No, it’s not and in fact, it can have a negative effect… the video showed
that the blood leaves our brain and goes to our muscles. When we don’t
have to run or fight, we don’t need the blood in our muscles, we need it in
our brain, to help us problem solve. Show the ‘old brain new brain’ image
on the powerpoint.
Clarify that, thankfully, our new brain can see that there are other ways
to deal with threats other than fighting or fleeing. Our old brain works
automatically and is very fast. Our new brain is slower, but it is also clearer
at thinking and can step in and help us to make a better plan to deal with
a problem than fighting or fleeing.
When we become stressed, our old brain takes over. To ensure we are
making the best decisions in stressful situations we have to get the blood
flow back to our brain, away from our muscles. We have to do some work
when fight or flight happens, to let our new brain be in charge.
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20
MIN

Exercise Two: Triggers
AIM

ÆSLIDE 5-7

Participants understand what ‘triggers’ are in relation to stress responses

OVERVIEW
This session consists of two parts:
a) A group discussion on a story to learn about triggers
b) A brief teach on triggers
c)

A group discussion on another story

d) A personal exercise reflecting on triggers

TRIGGER GROUP DISCUSSION (10)
Read this story aloud to the group and discuss:
Joey was working in a shop and heard a group of other co-worker lads laughing. Joey became furious
and turned around and started shouting at them. He got in a fight with one of the lads, and felt furious
and upset going home from work.
Group Question

Points to Include in Discussion

What did Joey think when he heard the
group laughing?

Most likely he thought that the group of lads were
laughing at him, making fun of him and being
disrespectful about him.

What do you think happened to Joey,
physically and mentally, when he heard the
laughter?

He had negative thoughts.
His pulse increased.
His heart rate increased.

Do you think Joey was in his old brain or his He was probably in his old brain because he had
new brain when he started shouting?
a stress reaction to the laughter which means the
blood ran to his muscles away from his brain.
What other explanation, apart from
laughing at Joey, do you think there is for
the group laughing?

Maybe the group were laughing about something
else and it was just coincidence that Joey was
nearby.

If Joey had considered one of these other
explanations, would he have thought
differently? Would he have behaved
differently? How?

Maybe not at first but if he had paused, taken a
breath and thought about it maybe he wouldn’t
have started shouting or getting in a fight.
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BRIEF TEACH ON TRIGGERS
In this situation, the group of lads laughing was a ‘trigger’ for Joey. A trigger is something that sets us
off thinking negatively, the way a trigger sets off a gun. A trigger can be something external to us like
an event or a situation, or it can be something internal like a thought or feeling. The important things to
communicate are:
ww Triggers are unique to each of us; what might set one person off feeling bad or stressed might not
set another person off.
ww Triggers cause us to have negative thoughts about ourselves or situations around us. These
thoughts often aren’t true, or might be only a bit true
ww These automatic thoughts, if we don’t slow down and get into new brain, cause us to react in a way
that may not be best for us at the time, i.e. we are responding like it’s a trigger

REVIEW OF TRIGGERS DISCUSSION

ÆSLIDE 11

Read this story aloud to the group and identify:
ww Lucy’s triggers (being asked not to talk, being embarrassed)
ww What automatic thoughts or untrue thoughts Lucy might have had (e.g. the tutor doesn’t like me,
the tutor is being unreasonable, the rest of the class are laughing at me)
Lucy is in class, and asks one of her classmates a question. The tutor asks her to stop talking in class and
Lucy starts talking back to the tutor angrily, saying that she’s a dictator and nobody likes her. The tutor
tells Lucy to leave the classroom and Lucy leaves, angry and embarrassed.

EXERCISE: IDENTIFY YOUR OWN TRIGGERS

ÆSLIDE 10

Please note that this exercise may bring up difficult things for participants. Try to check in with anyone
who seems like they may be having a difficult time
ww Ask participants to think about what they do every day… being at home, being in class, if they do
any sports or any other hobbies, hanging around with friends
ww Ask them to think of the types of situations in the different parts of their lives that might be triggers
for negative thoughts and behaviour
ww Each young person should spend some time trying to identify the ‘triggers’ that can set them off
into having automatic negative thoughts.
ww Use Handout Two to see if they recognise any of the situations listed as triggers for them, or to
write out any new ones
ww Let participants know that they DO NOT HAVE to share what they put down, it is just for themselves to consider
ww They should write yes or no for each one… writing something in each line
ww Once they have identified their triggers, if they wish they can discuss in pairs one trigger they have,
why they have it, and what they feel or what happens when that trigger happens
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15
MIN

Exercise Three:
Techniques to Shift from Old Brain to New Brain

ÆSLIDE 8-9

Participants understand that when we need to move from old brain to new brain, there are
exercises we can do including deep breathing, focussing on certain sensory experiences and being
grateful, that can help us to move from a stressful place, to a more clear-thinking place
AIM

OVERVIEW
This exercise consists of two parts:
a) Discussion on stress and anchors
b) Practicing two of the exercises

ÆSLIDE 8

STRESS DISCUSSION
Group Question

Discussion Points to Include

What is happening when
we are stressed out or
worrying about general
things in our life?

The video showed that when we are in old brain, our brain
and body are acting like there is a serious immediate threat,
and if there isn’t an immediate threat this means we are a bit
detached from reality, from what is going on around us at that
moment.
We may get into ‘old brain’ when there is no immediate threat
but we experience a stressful situation at home, in school or
elsewhere.

Are we in reality, or in an
imaginary place?

When we are in old brain, or our minds are elsewhere, it is
harder to concentrate and do things well, like play the dragon-racing game or solving difficulties or problems that are in
front of us.

What can help us in this
situation? What are some
of the things that can help
us focus in the here and
now?

What can help us in this situation is to identify ‘anchors’… an
anchor is a thing that you can focus on that brings you back
to the present, and is generally something you can see, hear,
taste, smell or feel with your skin or body. These are the things
that can help us to shift from old brain to new brain.

What are some of the
things that can bring us out
of the ‘imaginary’ space of
future situations or past
situations to be in the
present right now?

What can also help is focussing on things that are positive and
that we are grateful for, so that we don’t become stuck on
stressful negative things.
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INSTRUCTIONS
a) Remind participants that when we are in ‘old brain’ we are in fight or flight, and this can be a barrier to us solving problems
b) Remind participants that in ‘old brain’ we can have negative automatic thoughts that make us
react in a way that isn’t the best for us, like Joey and Lucy did
c)

Remind participants of the square-breathing exercise we did earlier and name this as one of the
techniques we can use in a high-stress situation

d) Explain that we are going to look at two other exercises that can help bring us from old brain to
new brain; gratitude and anchoring
e) Explain to participants that they are going to have a go at a dragon racing game where they will
have to learn to be relaxed, and that the best way to win the game is to be in your new brain, be
relaxed and grounded

1. GRATITUDE
Write down, name or think of three things you are grateful for at the moment. This could be:
ww People
ww Things
ww Situations
ww Memories

2. ANCHORING Æ SLIDE 9
a) In pairs or as a group, participants should come up with a list for each of the five senses on the
slide of what they can sense right now. Talk them through each one, with some guiding questions
for their discussion:
ÒÒ What can you see, inside the room, through a window etc.? Can you see anything if you close
your eyes (yes, there is patterns of light)?
ÒÒ What can you hear? Where are the sounds coming from? Inside the room or out?
ÒÒ Can you smell anything in the room now or from yourself?
ÒÒ Can you taste anything, maybe something you ate earlier?
ÒÒ Feel – what can you feel, on your skin? Where is your weight resting? Can you feel anything
with your feet?
b) Have a brief discussion on how focussing on our senses can help to bring us into the here and now,
and how this is a very important tool to help us shift from old brain to new brain and move from
stress to being present and able to deal with stuff in the here and now.
35
MIN

Exercise Four: Dragon Racing
AIM To practice applying techniques for grounding and mindfulness to help them do well in the
dragon racing game.

DEMONSTRATION INSTRUCTIONS
a) Explain to participants that this is a game where:
ÒÒ You are racing your dragon against one other player or team
ÒÒ The winner is the person or team that can get their heart and stress rate to slow down the most
ÒÒ This is measured using the PIP, each player will have one to use when they are having a go
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b) Ask one participant to play against you – explain that this is not a competition, but an opportunity
to show everyone how the game works
c)

Show participants the dashboard after the game, highlighting what it is telling us about the players (see the appendix of full instructions for the game below) and discuss

Group Question

Discussion Points to Include

What is the
meaning of
the red events,
green events and
orange events?

Red events are ‘stress’ events, which indicate a point where your heart rate
or stress increased for a brief moment. We may not even realise they are
happening.
Green events are when your stress indicators are very low.
Orange is when you are steady.

How do we get
more green and
orange than red?

There are some techniques we can use to minimise the number of red
events and speed up our dragons… we will look at these for the rest of the
session.

Are we trying to
get high scores?

Higher scores or a reduction of red scores is a desirable outcome for participants. However, the goal is to stay steady, in a constant state of calm,
therefore a score that remains consistently in the orange illustrates the
most calm and relaxed state that a participant can be. Feedback tips for the
tutor to provide useful and positive feedback, no matter what the result, are
discussed in exercise 5 below.

When can
everyone have a
go?

Explain that all participants will have a go of the game in the session.

PRACTICE INSTRUCTIONS

a) Split the group into two teams and have one team be the ‘red’ team and one be the ‘green’ team.
These teams will be racing with the dragon of that colour
b) All team members should have a go at the dragon racing game. The facilitator should ensure that
each person has an opportunity to race.
c)

Before they begin, each team must sit and discuss their strategy for five minutes;
a) What exercises will they to do to try to stay in new brain, stay calm and win the race?
b) What will they do while their team mates are racing to stay calm and collected?
c)

How will they support each other when they are racing?

d) Who will go first, second etc.
e) The facilitator should make a score card to be used each week, and note each players time and
score (see appendix)
f)

This scorecard can be used to measure changes in individual young people’s scores from session
to session.
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GROUP DISCUSSION
The tutor should facilitate a strengths-based, solution-focussed discussion, highlighting what was
good and what learning is important:
Group Question

Points to Include for Discussion

If you had a lot of ‘red’
events or a low score, what
were you thinking about?
What was happening?

How you were feeling can impact on stress events.

What was going on in the
background that may have
caused red events?

Maybe there was noise in the room. Maybe classmates were trying
to distract you. Maybe you were focussed on winning and this
made you stressed.

What do you think is the
best? Are high scores
automatically the most
important thing?

Higher scores or a reduction of red scores is a desirable outcome
for participants. However, the goal is to stay steady, in a constant
state of calm, therefore a score that remains consistently in
the orange illustrates the most calm and relaxed state that a
participant can be.

What can they do in a
positive way to improve
(framing red scores are a
big learning opportunity)

Use the grounding exercises and anchoring that we practiced.

What have you learned
during the course so far
that can help you reduce
your stress levels when
playing the game?

Encourage the young people to come up with ideas or review their
learning

You can sometimes feel your heart beating faster.
You may have noticed your shoulders or muscles were tense.
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MIN

Close
To support continued learning/practice of grounding exercises and ensure participants leave
the programme calm and focussed.
AIM

INSTRUCTIONS
Reflection: For this week, in turn, in a round, participants can simply say:
ÒÒ One thing they think they might use again from today
Take the Lesson: The task for this week is to:
ÒÒ Apply one of the grounding exercises (deep breathing, anchoring, gratitude) at a time when
they find themselves stressed
Grounding:
ÒÒ Remind the group that at the end of every session we take just a few seconds to ground ourselves and focus ourselves
ÒÒ Ring the bell/mindfulness app
ÒÒ Ask participants to look at their feet and feel them on the ground, feel their hands and feet.
ÒÒ Thank the participants and wish them well until next week
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HANDOUT 1: TRIGGERS

02

Are any of these triggers for you?
Write yes if they are, and no if they are not
Put in any other triggers in the empty spaces below
Discuss one with a friend: what is it and why?
Someone tells you that you did something wrong
Someone corrects you
Someone says that something you did is bad
Your mates do something without inviting you
Someone says something you don’t understand
You get given out to for something you didn’t do
Some gives you a job or school work to do that you don’t
understand
Someone laughs and you don’t know why
Someone threatens you
You need to speak in front of class or in a group
You hear that someone said something about you
Your mate says you are a wuss for not doing something
You get caught doing something you’re not supposed to
be doing
You go to buy something but don’t have enough money
Your teacher/boss says you are late
Your mate cancels plans
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APPENDIX 1: USING THE DRAGON RACING GAME
USE OF THE DRAGON RACING GAME AND THE PIP
What is a PIP? The PIP is a small, handheld device that reads electronic signals from the skin of the
finger and thumb. These electronic signals read how much you are in ‘fight or flight’ mode e.g. how
stressed you are.
Why do we need it? The PIP is used in the programme to help young people learn about reading
their levels of stress, or whether they are in fight or flight. They do this by playing a computer game
which involves two young people competing against each other in a ‘dragon race’. Young people will,
throughout the programme, learn techniques to help them shift from their old brain (fight or flight)
into their new brain (more relaxed, problem solving) and can use the Dragon Racing game to test their
skills.
When do we need it? This first time the PIP is used is in SESSION TWO and is used again in a number of
sessions throughout the programme.
What is this for? This guide is to help you prepare to ensure you have all of the information you need,
including information on the right technology needed, so that you can set the game up to be played by
the young people. Our aim is that by having this guide, you will be able to run the session involving this
smoothly and without stress, allowing for time to have fun and learn.

GETTING READY FOR THE GAME
EQUIPMENT
In order to use the PIP and dragon racing game you need:
1) Two PIPs
2) A projector
3) A smartphone or tablet with Bluetooth that is compatible with the PIP:
a.

Apple: iPhone 4s, 5, 5s, 5c, 6 and up / iPad 3 and up (includes iPad mini)

b.

Android: Smart devices running gingerbread (2.3) or higher.

4) The Dragon-Racing App downloaded onto the device

CONNECTING YOUR DEVICE TO A PROJECTOR
There are two main types of projector used in Ireland, a HDMI projector and a VGA projector. The
HDMI is a digital device while the older VGA is an analogue device. To connect your device to a
projector you will need to:
1) Identify which mobile device you have from the first column
2) Identify which projector you have from the second two columns
3) Acquire the corresponding adaptor to connect the projector to the mobile device
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Device

VGA

HDMI

VGA to iPhone adapter

HDMI to iPhone adapter

VGA to iPad adapter

HDMI to iPad adapter

Projector

iPhone 5, 5s,
5c, 6 and up

iPad 4th
generation
and later

iPhone 4s and
iPad 3

VGA to older iPhone and iPad adapter
VGA to older iPhone and iPad adapter

Android
phone or
tablet

VGA to Android adapter

HDMI to Android adapter
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GETTING READY TO PLAY THE GAME
DOWNLOADING THE APP TO YOUR MOBILE DEVICE
Downloading the App for Android
1) Navigtate to the Google Play Store (play.google.com)
2) Type ‘PIP Relax and Race’ in to the search bar
3) Select ‘PIP: Relax and Race’ from the Apps menu

4) Select Install to download the app onto your device (the game is free)

5) The app will be installed on your device
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Downloading the App for Apple Devices
1) Select the App Store icon on your Apple Device
2) Type ‘Relax and Race’ in to the search bar
3) Select ‘PIP: Relax and Race’ app
4) Select ‘Install’ to download the app to your device (the game is free)

5) The app will be installed on your device

CHARGE DEVICES AND TURN ON BLUE TOOTH
ww Before using the PIP for the first time, fully charge the battery, this takes approximately 4 hours.
ww To use the PIP ensure that the Bluetooth feature on your device is switched on

CONNECT THE MOBILE DEVICE TO THE PROJECTOR
With the connector you identified in the previous section, connect your mobile
device to the projector so that all of the young people can see what is happening,
have fun, and learn from each other
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START USING THE GAME
1) Navigate to the Relax & Race
Icon on your device and select
it to launch the app
2) The app will remind you that you need a
PIP to use the app
3) Select ‘Continue’ to go to the home
screen

02
9) Activate the Second PIP: On the ‘Game Mode’
screen, select ‘Two Players’ mode. If you
select ‘Two Players’ you will be asked to
connect a second PIP to your device. Repeat
steps 5 – 8 to add a PIP when the app gives
you the option. When the second PIP has been
added click ‘Next’ to continue to the ‘Select
Level’ screen.

4) Select ‘Devices’ to sync your PIP to your
device using Bluetooth

10) On the ‘Select Level’ screen, select the level
you want by placing the desired level in the
centre of the screen and clicking on ‘Next’
5) Activate the first PIP. To activate the
PIP simply hold it between the thumb
and middle or index finger of one hand,
ensuring the tip of each finger makes
contact with the gold sensor disc. After
3-6 seconds, the green status light will
illuminate to indicate that the PIP is
turned on.
6) The app will search for your
Device through Bluetooth
7) Select your PIP to connect your PIP to the
ap

11) Choose which colour dragon you wish to be
and click ‘Next’

8) Navigate back to the Home screen and
select the ‘New Session’ option
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PLAY THE GAME

SETTINGS IN 1 PLAYER MODE

1) You will now start to race. The more
relaxed that you are the faster that your
dragon will fly

If the game is being used in one player mode it
is advised to put the CPU dragon setting to the
average of the group, so that it is not a particularly
high score/speed that players are racing against,
but the average of the group

2) Information taken from your race will be
recorded by the app and fed back to you
when the race is finished
3) This information on events, times and
scores can be accessed from the ‘Statistics’
option on the Home page, a further
breakdown of your sessions can be found
in the ‘My Pip’ option on the Homepage

1) In 1 Player mode select the level you wish to
play and clicked ‘Next’

2) On the ‘Assign Players’ screen choose the
‘Average Time’ setting in the bottom right
hand corner to set the CPU player to the
average time of sessions within the account
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IMPORTANT NOTES:
KEEPING SCORE: GETTING BETTER AT THE GAME
Throughout the programme, young people will practice techniques and tips to help them improve
their ability to race their dragon and shift from Old Brain to New Brain.
The tutor will remind the young people about the techniques that they have learned during the
course and keep their best scores each week on a scorecard, which can be found in the appendix. The
scorecard will track the young people’s progress over the programme that the game is available for
them to play so they will in effect be racing against their future selves.

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING STRENGTHS BASED/SOLUTION FOCUSED - DISCUSSION
POINTS
Higher scores or a reduction of red scores is a desirable outcome for participants. However, the goal
is to stay steady, in a constant state of calm, therefore a score that remains consistently in the orange
illustrates the most calm and relaxed state that a participant can be.
To remain solution focused the tutor should ask what were participants thinking about (if they got a
low score or feedback with many red events). The tutor can then discuss with the young person about
the next game they will play, what can they do in a positive way to improve, framing red scores are a
big learning opportunity. For example:
ww What is going on inside the young person that may have influenced a higher number of red scores
(e.g. how were you feeling? was your heart beating more? were your shoulders tense?)
ww What is going on in the young person’s environment that may have influenced a higher number of
red scores (e.g. was there noise in the room? were your classmates trying to distract you?)
ww What has the young person learned during the course that can help them to reduce their stress
levels while playing the game
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Participant Name

Score:
Wk. 2

Time:
Wk. 2

Score:
Wk. 3

DRAGON RACING SCORECARD
Time:
Wk. 3

Score:
Wk. 4

Time:
Wk. 4

Score:
Wk. 5

Time:
Wk. 5

Score:
Wk. 6

Time:
Wk. 6

Score:
Wk. 7

Time:
Wk. 7

Score:
Wk. 8

Time:
Wk. 8
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SESSION

SORT It

Set Your
Objective

Set Your
Objective
Before starting the session, you need
to thoroughly read (if you have not
already) the introductory chapter and
the literature review to ensure you
are familiar with the key concepts and
models that underpin the course. This
will ensure you can confidently explain
the key messages simply and clearly to
your participants.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

03
MATERIALS NEEDED

A flipchart drawn into four
sections, filled in as per
the Trickle In exercise
Coloured stickers
or stickies
Tablet or phone with
Bluetooth connection
Dragon racing game app
downloaded to tablet or
phone you will use

By the end of this session participants will:

Two PIPs

ww Undertake a ‘pre’ quiz (evaluation) to
assess where they are at regarding key
programme learning

Dragon game
marking scheme

ww Understand the importance of goals and
goal setting
ww Set some of their own goals

1hr
40

Laptop, projector
and screen
SORT It Module 3
Presentation

SESSION
TIMETABLE

A small bell or a mindfulness
app bell on a smartphone

Section

Time

Trickle In

10

Copy per participant
of handout one

Welcome

5

Flip charts and markers

Getting into New Brain Dragon Racing

30

Pre Quiz (evaluation)

20

Goals Make us Happy

35

Close

10
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03
10
MIN

Trickle In

ÆSLIDE 1

The Take the Lesson exercise from last week was: apply one of the grounding exercises (deep
breathing, anchoring, gratitude) at a time when they find themselves stressed
ww Have a flipchart on the wall stuck up, with four sections: deep breathing/anchors/gratitude/other
or none
ww As each young person comes in, ask them to put a sticky/sticker on the relevant place on the flipchart for what type of technique they practiced this week
ww Ask the young person to discuss how they applied it as they put the stickie down

5
MIN

Welcome
AIM

ÆSLIDE 2

Participants are ready for the session

INSTRUCTIONS

25
MIN

·

Mindful Minute: explain that instead of doing a mindful minute, we will start by practicing the
dragon-racing game

·

Today: explain that in today’s session we will look at the psychology of goal setting and figuring
out how to manage challenges using a ‘traffic light’ system

·

Making a Strategy to Solve a Problem: remind participants that the overall objective is that
participants develop a plan or strategy for solving problems, by understanding their own psychology and using a simple 4-step plan

·

SORT It: using the slide with the model on it, let participants know that last week, we focussed on
Shifting Old Brain to New Brain, and that this week we are on ‘Objective’ and ‘Read the Lights’

Exercise One: Dragon Racing
AIM

Participants should become conscious of the physiological sensation of relaxing/calming
themselves. Participants will also become reminded of their heart rate, and what this means to their
overall ability to engage effectively with things around them, i.e. a lower heart rate means you are
better able to learn, and deal with challenges.

INSTRUCTIONS
a) Remind participants about the purpose of the game:
ÒÒ You are racing your dragon against one other player
ÒÒ The winner is the person that can get their heart rate and stress levels to the lowest levels –
therefore it pays to be calm!
ÒÒ This is measured using the PIP; each player will have one to use
b) Remind participants about the grounding/calming exercises from the last session and simple techniques such as focussing on their breath and feeling grounded can help to calm them.
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c)

Ask participants to form two teams and play the game as per session two
1) Agree a strategy as a team for how each person will prepare to race and what exercises they
will do
2) Choose the order of players for the game, there is 20 minutes so possibly not everyone will
get to race, however should be part of the team working to calm each other and win the race!
3) Ensure that every player gets a chance to look at their ratings before it moves on to the next
pair of racers

d) The facilitator will record participant scores and feedback to them on the difference between
their scores in session two and this session. as well as asking the about how their relaxation techniques are working for them.

BRIEF GROUP DISCUSSION

ÆSLIDE 3

Example Group Questions

Points to Include in Discussions

If you had a lot of ‘red’ events
or a low score, what were you
thinking about? What was
happening?

How participants feel affects will affect their performance in the
game. ‘Stress events’- these are the red areas in the report on how
they did. The educational points in this exercise are getting people
to realise what kinds of thoughts or feelings make their heart beat
faster or their muscles tense. Also ask what enabled them to relax
and reduce tension.

What was going on in the
background that may have
caused red events?

Maybe there was noise in the room. Maybe classmates were trying
to distract you. Maybe you were focussed on winning and this made
you stressed. What’s the best way to manage these challenges? The
most simple response is simply to return our focus to the relaxation
exercise; getting distracted is a natural part of the process, so it’s
important to accept that this will happen.

What can they do to improve?

Ask about the grounding exercises that student found worked best.
This may be a good time to remind people that the following are
effective ways to reduce stress and respond to potential fight or
flight situations:

Note framing red scores are a
big learning opportunity.

ÒÒ Deep breaths that come from the tummy and involve us
focusing on the air coming in and out of our nose
ÒÒ Focusing our attention on where our body connects with the
ground or chair, or possibly the feeling of loosely clasped
fingers
ÒÒ Thinking calm thoughts such as things we are grateful for
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Exercise Three: Objective - Goals Make Us Happy

03

TIME
Allow up to 20 minutes for this session.

AIM

Participants understand that having personal goals helps us be happy. Being able to identify
our goals helps us stick with things when they get tough.

OVERVIEW
This session involves three parts:
a) A discussion on goals
b) A critique of two examples
c)

Students identifying their own goals

GROUP DISCUSSION
Let the group know that psychologists have found that people who have goals that relate to their own
personal achievement are far happier than people without goals. Facilitate a group discussion about
why this might be. Some answers and thinking points from psychology to be provided in the discussion
by the tutor:
Psychologists have
found that people who
have goals that relate
to their own personal
achievement are far
happier than people
without goals… why do
you think this is?

Because setting goals and achieving them can make us happy and
proud. Having a plan to do what we want can make us less stressed.

Are goals better to come To make us happier goals have to come from ourselves (not parents
from ourselves, or from
or society, i.e. I need a big car to show I am powerful), these have to be
other people? Why?
about something that comes from ourselves, such as our knowledge or
experiences rather than something from the outside money or status.
Are we best to have lots
of different goals, or one
big goal?

It can be helpful to make plans for the goals if they relate to particular
things i.e. one goal for school or work and one for a hobby or interest or
something social.

Do all goals take the
same amount of time to
achieve?

Goals can be long term or short term. Discuss examples e.g. a short term
goal might be to get a job, a long term goal might be to save enough for
a car
Long term goals can be broken down into shorter term goals, these
mark the things we have to achieve along the way to getting our long
term goal. For instance, if my long term goal is to learn to play the guitar
in a band, I have to borrow or buy a guitar, find someone to teach me,
practice, and the work up the courage to play in front of someone, then I
have to find or start a band. If I skip one of these steps I may not achieve
my long term goal.
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ÆSLIDE 5

WHAT ARE THEIR GOALS?
ww Read out each story

ww Ask participants to think about what the person’s short term and long term goals are
ww Have brief group discussion on each story afterwards
Tommy: Tommy wants to get fitter and eventually become a fitness instructor. He is great at going to
the gym every week and has been running once a week also and feels his confidence growing, however
he also loves eating burgers and chips and does this a couple of times a week, which he thinks is
probably too often.
Question

Points for Discussion

What is Tommy’s long term goal?

Develop six pack/win affection of Julie

What is Tommy’s short term goal?

Grow confidence / run once a week / go to gym every
week/eat less burgers

Jen: Jen wants to become a make-up artist and work in the movies. Her Auntie has a salon and will give
her an apprenticeship, but says that Jen should finish the Leaving Cert first. But it’s a tough choice for
Jen because her best friend, Sarah, is leaving school and Jen is worried she will be too lonely to stay in
school without Sarah. She also knows she will need grinds in maths if she is to get through the Leaving,
as she hates maths.
Question

Points for Discussion

What is Jen’s long term goal?

Become make-up artist/work in movies

What is Jen’s short term goal?

get apprenticeship with aunt/get leaving cert/reconnect with
friends/do maths grinds

For Jen and Tommy, what types of
E.g. Sarah trying to convince Jen to drop out, or Jen having a
things will stop them achieving their really hard time doing maths homework
short term goals?
Tommy wants to sleep in rather going for a run.
Do you think that focussing on the
Yes. Focussing on the positive long term goal will help them
long term goals will help them
realise that making a difficult choice now, will benefit them in
make the right decision when things the long run
get tough?

MY PERSONAL GOAL
Finally, ask the students, to complete Handout 2: My Goal, as a personal exercise (Slide 6)
Summarise the session with the following points:
ww Having a clear sense of our goals makes us happier.
ww It’s also good to be able to see how to achieve our long term goals; we need to break these into a
series of shorter term goals
ww It is important to be clear about our goals, so that when we face challenges we can make better
decisions on what to do. Being clear about our goals helps us make good decisions.
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MIN

AIM

Close

ÆSLIDE 10

Reflection: Ask everyone to give a weather report on how they are feeling; three words only (e.g. like
cold, dry and windy… they could be ‘tired, happy, hungry’)
Take the Lesson: Ask participants to make one new goal this week. It might be in relation to education,
work, family, friends, health or anything else.
Grounding
ww Explain that every week, to formally close the group that we will do the same exercise which is to
ground ourselves and focus ourselves
ww Ring the bell/mindfulness app
ww Ask participants to look at their feet and feel them on the ground, and then concentrate on feeling their hands and feet and what they are touching.
ww Ask them to think about a goal for themselves for the rest of the day as they leave the room
ww Thank the participants and wish them well until next week
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HANDOUT 1:
MY GOAL WORKSHEET
A long term goal I have is:

The short term goals or objectives I have to get me there are:
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SESSION

SORT It

Read the Lights
& Mind Your
gNATs

04
Read the Lights &
Mind Your gNATs
Please ensure you have read the notes
and have a thorough understanding
of the traffic lights concept and the
Negative Automated Thoughts approach.

SORT It Module 4
PowerPoint presentation
Flip charts in three areas
of the room marked
‘green’ ‘orange’ and ‘red’

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

By the end of this session participants will:
ww Understand how to identify what they want from
any given situation
ww Be able to assess and rate challenges – using
green, orange or red to denote whether the
challenge is something they have to accept,
something that requires negotiation or an issue
that they have significant control over
ww Identify challenges to their own goals and lives
ww Understand the role of Negative Automated
Thoughts in preventing us from handling
situations well.

1hr
40

MATERIALS NEEDED

SESSION
TIMETABLE

Section

Time

Trickle In

10

Welcome

5

1. Read the lights

40

2. gNATS

35

Close

10

Computer, projector
and screen
Speakers connected to the
computer to hear the video
Copies of ‘Hand-out 1:
Plan for Your Problemsfor all participants
Copies of ‘Hand-out 2:
7 Different Types of gNATS
for all participants
Copies of ‘Hand-out 3:
Challenge Their gNATS
for all participants
Copies of ‘Hand-out 4:
Challenge Your gNATs
for all participants
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Trickle In
The ‘Take the Lesson’ from last week was: “Ask participants to make one new goal this week. It might
be in relation to education, work, family, friends, health or anything else”.
Have a flip-chart stuck up on the wall drawn into six sections labelled:
Long Term

Long term or short term

Brand new goal

Goal I had before

Easy

Difficult

Invite participants to place a stickie in each box that describes their goal, and discuss patterns
emerging as participants are arriving to class. Use it as an opportunity to learn a little about the
different goals the class are looking at.

5
MIN

Welcome
Breathing: Start the session by practicing the breathing exercise we learned two minutes ago
ww Explain that today we will practice a breathing exercise for one minute called ‘square breathing’
ww Explain that focussing on deep breathing has many benefits; it can help us relax and concentrate,
and if we are anxious it is very helpful in reducing feelings of anxiety, it helps to push the blood
from the old brain to the new brain so we can think more clearly. Some people may find breathing
exercises difficult but should be gently encouraged to try, some will prefer to have their eyes open
and some may like to close their eyes.
ww Explain that during this exercise, participants should try to breathe deeply – this means breathing
right down into the rib cage so it expands out when you breathe – you can feel this is working if
you place your hand on the top of your stomach and it moves in and out when you breathe.
ww Point to the slide and explain that we will try ‘square breathing’ – this means breathing in counting
to four, holding counting to four, breathing out counting to four, and holding counting to four, and
repeating this a few times.
ww Talk the participants through the round:
ÒÒ Inhale, 2, 3, 4
ÒÒ Hold, 2, 3, 4
ÒÒ Exhale 2, 3, 4
ÒÒ Hold 2, 3, 4
ww After a minute of this, ring the bell/mindfulness app, thank the participants and tell them we’ll get
started with the session.
Introduction: Remind participants that this is session four. In this session participants will learn:
ww To look at challenges and difficult situations and categorise them as something they can solve
easily, something that they can negotiate, or something they can’t change
ww To make a plan to deal with the challenge based on how they have categorised it
ww To understand the psychology of Negative Automated Thoughts and how these thoughts can make
challenges harder to manage
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Exercise One: Read the Lights
AIM Participants understand the value of assessing a challenging situation and planning
a response accordingly

OVERVIEW

This exercise has three parts
1) Group discussion
2) Exercise identifying green, orange and red situations
3) Small group discussion identifying situations from their own lives

GROUP DISCUSSION

ÆSLIDE 2-5

OVERVIEW
If a young person is using the SORT it model when encountering a problem, they have shifted from
old brain to new brain, remember what their goals are, and now they must decide the best way to
deal with this situation so that it doesn’t stop them from getting what they need. This is the part of the
programme where they assess a situation with a calm mind and a clear goal, and decide on a strategy
for dealing with the situation.
In the previous exercise, participants identified several barriers or challenges in achieving their own
goals. Following on from this, the next concept to be tackled by the group relates to how some barriers
can easily be overcome while some cannot. The aim of the traffic light exercise is to introduce participants to the concept of assessing a problem.
5
MIN

1 EXPLAIN THE LIGHTS AND BRIEF DISCUSSION
ww Challenges come up all the time that can stop us from reaching our goals in relation to work, education or our lives generally.
ww Show participants the SORT It model again and explain that we are moving onto the third step,
‘read the lights’. For this step, we understand that to respond effectively to a problem – to strategise, we need to understand what kind of problem it is.
ww Problem situations can be defined into one of three categories –
ÒÒ A situation I can’t change,
ÒÒ A situation I may be able to change
ÒÒ A situation I can change.
Each category shows the amount of flexibility that you have to change the situation. Use the following
table and accompanying slides to help you have a class discussion about the three different categories
of problems.
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Problem
colour

this
means…

ÒÒ Another way of
describing this
colour

ÒÒ When might this happen

Red

I can’t
change it

ÒÒ There’s nothing I
can do to change
this so I have to
suck it up and get
on with it

ÒÒ There are clear rules, which are not likely to
change

ÒÒ There might be
something I can
do here, let’s see
if there’s a bit of
give and take, I
can negotiate

ÒÒ There are different perspectives

Orange

I might
change it

ÒÒ Someone has a lot of power or authority and is
using this to get their way
Remember - A red situation is not always fair!
Sometimes you have to deal with someone
unfair to get something you want.

ÒÒ The person you are dealing with may listen to
your perspective
ÒÒ You can clearly make an argument for your
point of view and can identify a give or a take
ÒÒ Remember – Sometimes you will not know if
you can negotiate until you try. In this scenario,
ask yourself – what’s the worst that can
happen?

Green

20
MIN

I can
change it

ÒÒ There’s definitely
something I can
do here… I’ll plan
how to manage it,
try it and see if it
worked

ÒÒ If we change what we are doing then the
situation will change. While it may be hard we
have control.

WHAT’S THE COLOUR

ÆSLIDE 6

ww The Facilitator designates three clear areas in the room using flipchart paper -“green”,, “orange”
and “red”. These areas are to correspond to the traffic light system introduced in the previous
section.
ww Following this, the facilitator should read out scenarios to the group (facilitator notes in the appendix)
ww After reading out each story the facilitator should ask the class to move to the place which they
believe represents the problem situation for the character in the vignette.
ww Next facilitate a discussion between people who have moved in different directions, ask them why
they choose this. Remember there is no completely right or wrong answer; it’s about developing
analytical skills. Some questions that may help:
ÒÒ What is the problem facing (character name)?
ÒÒ Ok, so do we think this is a problem he can fix quite easily? Do we think there might need to be
negotiation/compromise on this or can (character name) not change this situation for himself?”
ÒÒ Will everyone in this scenario act the same (if not this indicates different ways of managing the
situation)
ÒÒ “So John thinks this is a red light but Robert says this is orange, can you both explain why you
chose that colour?”
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20
MIN

FIND YOUR CHALLENGES

ÆSLIDE 7

ww Hand out the ‘Hand-out One: Plan for your Problem’
ww Ask participants to work on their own but they can discuss in pairs or threes
ww They must think about their goal, or any goal they have and identify the three types of problems
that could occur in relation to their own goals – something they can’t change, something they
might have some influence on, and something they can definitely manage. They will have to use
their imagination for this but can draw on their experiences from the past too
ww Walk around the group to support them in analysing each situation.

SUMMARISE

ÆSLIDE 8

a) Throughout the entire exercise, the facilitator should remind participants that the ultimate aim
here is to decide how they can achieve their goals despite any barriers placed in their way. The
facilitator should also highlight that this course will involve learning the strategies and psychology
of dealing with each type of problem (red, orange or green).
b) Show people the serenity prayer on the slide or read it out, ask if people have heard it before. Let
the group know that the next exercise to is support everyone developing the wisdom around telling the difference between green, orange and red situations:
35
MIN

Exercise Two: Negative Automatic Thoughts1
AIM That participants understand:
ww That they have negative automatic thoughts that make it harder for them to respond well to challenges
ww That there are ways to prevent and deal with these thoughts

OVERVIEW
There are two parts to this exercise
a) A discussion about negative automatic thoughts (gNATS) that can prevent us from seeing a situation clearly
b) A review of some stories to see what types of negative automatic thoughts the young people might
have had
15
MIN

PART 1: GNAT PSYCHOLOGY DISCUSSION

ÆSLIDE 9

OVERVIEW
Negative automatic thoughts are thoughts that we have, often without even realising it, that might
not be true or accurate. They can stop us from achieving what we want or from seeing things as they
really are. If we slow down our thinking (i.e. Shifting from Old Brain to New Brain), notice the thoughts
and challenge them, we can stop them from causing us harm or making things even more difficult for
us. This is very important for red situations where often we may have to deal with negative automatic
thoughts. Referring to the ‘when a problem comes along’ slide, discuss the following psychology:
1 Please add a footnote: this section is adapted from ‘Pesky gNATs’, which was designed and developed by Handaxe CIC, a not-for profit
Community Interest Company founded by David Coyle and Gary O’Reilly. Further information can be found on www.peskygnats.com
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Trigger: Remember this from session 2? A trigger can be
anything that makes us feel bad automatically, i.e. that can
make us feel like fight or flight. Some triggers we may be able
to easily identify, i.e. when some ignores us, we get really
angry, however some may be more subtle i.e. we don’t know
why being around a certain person in our group/class makes
us feel like shutting down and not talking.

Trigger

Thoughts

Response

feelings

Automatic thoughts: Many of our thoughts occur automatically, when these are negative or untrue
this can have a really bad impact on us. If something triggers us, we can have negative automatic
thoughts. If we encounter a problem situation we can have thoughts that are negative and unhelpful
such as: ‘I’ll never be able to do this’ ‘I failed because I’m stupid’ ‘everyone else can do it’, ‘he hates
me and that’s why he’s challenging me’. We may not be aware we are having these negative thoughts
(hence they are automatic) and so even bringing these to our attention is an important step in
changing how we feel and what we do. We will look at the types of automatic thoughts next.
Feelings and Response: When we are working in our old brain and we encounter a trigger, we can
have a negative automatic thought. It is these thoughts which cause an emotional response (like fear,
embarrassment, stress). Our emotions can then determine our response. It is important to know that
we cannot easily change our triggers, and it is hard to change our emotions – however we can change
the thoughts that determine our emotions. It is our thoughts about a situation and not the situation
that determines whether we react well or badly.
New Brain: However, if we work in our new, problem solving, rational brain, we can slow down our
thinking in challenging situations, we do this through the following steps;
ww Moving from our old brain to our new brain, by calming and centering ourselves
ww Becoming aware of the negative automatic thoughts that might be holding us back from using the
best strategy to solve the problem. Once we are aware of automatic negative thoughts then (with
a little bit of work) we can change these,
ww This can change our emotions, and make it easier to engage effectively with choices we want to
make to achieve our long or short term goals.
Now Read through the ‘Seven Different Types of gNATS’ hand-out with the whole class.
Each gNATS has an example to illustrate each one, ask participants if they can think of
any other examples.

20
MIN

PART 2 STORIES: CHALLENGE THEIR GNATS
ww Participants break into pairs
ww Using the handout ‘challenge their gNATS, read each story aloud
ww Ask the pairs to answer the four questions in relation to each story
ww Facilitate a group discussion after each story and small group discussion time
When there is ten minutes left ask them to quietly complete the sheet on one or two of their own
gNATS, they can discuss this with their partner if they feel comfortable.
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SUMMARY OF LESSON
To summarise, let the class know that:
ww By taking control of their negative automatic thoughts (gNATS) then they can reduce negative
emotions that can lead to them not having the best response to a situation.
ww Simply by being aware of their own gNATs is a really great first step. The next thing to do is then to
challenge their own thinking and by doing this the gNATS will eventually be replaced by more true
and more useful thinking. This results in less negative emotions!
10
MIN

Close
AIM Reflection: Ask everyone to say one word that describes how they are feeling right now

Take the Lesson: Ask participants to keep an eye out for their gNATS, and come back with a
story of how they’ve beaten one of their gNATS during the week

Grounding
ww Explain that every week, to formally close the group that we will do the same exercise which is to
ground ourselves and focus ourselves
ww Ring the bell/mindfulness app
ww Ask participants to take a deep breath, look at their feet and feel them on the ground, and then
concentrate on feeling their hands and feet and what they are touching.
ww Ask them to think about something they are feeling grateful for; this may be something about
themselves, another person, something they are looking forward to etc.
ww Thank the participants and wish them well until next week
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HAND-OUT ONE: PLAN FOR YOUR PROBLEMS
Problem
What it Means
Colour

Another Way
of Saying it

RED

There’s nothing I can do
to change this so I have
to suck it up and get on
with it.

I can’t change it

What ‘green’ problems could happen in
relation to your goal?

I have grit. I can get
through this.

ORANGE I might change it There might be something I can do here
Let’s see if there’s a bit
of give and take.
I can negotiate.

GREEN

I can change it

There’s definitely something I can do here… I’ll
plan how to manage it.
This is up to me
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FACILITATOR NOTES: WHAT COLOUR ARE THESE STORIES?
a) John is in 5th year. He has been focused on his girlfriend lately, as she has had some
real problems going on with her family, as a result he has not done much study for his
summer exams. He failed some of his exams at Christmas, and if he fails summer ones
he may have to repeat the year. He really doesn’t want this to happen. He’s not sure
he’s smart enough to stay in school now. What’s the colour?
b) Jamie is working a part-time job in a cinema, which he starts at about 6pm every
evening. Jamie also helps his parents out by looking after his little sister until 5pm. As
he has to get a bus to work, he is regularly 15 minutes late for work every day. Jamie’s
manager has told him that if he is late one more time he will be fired, but Jamie has
to look after his sister and thinks he has no choice but to be fired. What colour do you
think this situation is?
c)

Brooklyn is training to be a mechanic. A month ago, his boss Paddy told him that he
could start working directly with the customers this week, but today told him that he’s
not ready because he has a bad attitude. Brooklyn is furious because Paddy broke his
promise and now he feels like quitting. Paddy won’t budge on it.

d) Carol is on a work placement in a restaurant kitchen as part of her course. She told the
head chef that she wants to help out with the food prep. The head chef says that she
hasn’t proven that she can work under pressure so won’t let her start food prep yet.
e) Jake is called into the principal’s office with his teacher who says Jake is being disruptive. Jake starts to explain that he knows he used to be disruptive but lately has been
really trying in class and it wasn’t actually him who threw the other classmates books
out the window. The teachers’ word is taken over his own. Jake feels like he will explode, the teacher is wrong and the principle should not listen to him. What colour is
this situation for Jake?
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7 DIFFERENT TYPES OF GNATS2: NEGATIVE AUTOMATIC THOUGHTS
OVER-GENERALISING GNAT
His sting makes you think: If something bad happens once, it’ll happen again
and again
Example: after failing a maths test, Jamie says to himself ‘I’ll never be good at
maths’

SELECTIVE THINKING GNAT
Her sting makes you: Only focus on the bad parts of stuff
Example: At the end of a party at the youth club, with great music and food
and loads of fun, Jenny got into trouble for horseplay. She told everyone what
a terrible night it was and didn’t point out any of the good stuff.

BLACK AND WHITE THINKING GNAT
His sting makes you: think everything is either good or bad, with no in
between.
Example: Jack’s Dad told him that he didn’t like one of the lads he was
hanging around with and Jack is furious because he thinks his dad hates his
friends.

PERSONALISING GNAT
Her sting makes you: blame people for doing things to you, even if what they
were doing wasn’t anything to do with you
Example: Jenny tells Melanie she can’t come over that evening because she
has to go to her Nana’s. Melanie decides that Jenny doesn’t like her and that’s
why she’s not coming over.

JUMPING TO CONCLUSIONS GNAT
His sting makes you: presume something, even if you don’t have anything to
back it up
Example: Alex came home and found money gone from his bedside table. He
presumed it had been stolen by his sister Lorraine (Alex forgot he had put it
away somewhere earlier)

PREDICTING THE FUTURE GNAT
Her sting makes you: presume all the worst possible things are going to
happen
Example: Courtney says that her brother’s never going to get off drugs

CHEWING OVER IT GNAT
His sting makes you: spend all the time thinking over and over about
something bad that happened
Example: Gary’s mam told him that he was lazy before he left for school. Gary
spent the rest of the day thinking about it and being angry about it

2 This is adapted from www.peskygnats.com and the National Family Support Network’s young people’s support programme (www.nfsn.ie)
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For each of the following stories, challenge their gNATS:

Lucy
Lucy works in Penney’s and she is told by her supervisor to go and arrange the new
jumpers by colour and size. Lucy is supposed to go on her 15-minute break now but
her supervisor says it’s urgent. She gets annoyed with her supervisor and says, ‘you
think I’m really lazy and that’s why you’re making me do this’ and ‘you gave everyone
else their break on time… why are you always picking on me’. Her supervisor becomes
very annoyed and says she will get a warning.
1) What gNATs are stinging Lucy?
2) Are her thoughts true?
3) Is there another possible explanation? What is it?
4) Flip it to the positive; what could Lucy think instead?

Jamie:

Jamie’s parents are fighting downstairs. He starts feeling really sad and agitated because lots of his friends’ parents have split up, and he doesn’t want to move out of the
house. He finds it hard to concentrate on his homework for the rest of the night and
also starts freaking out about getting kicked out of class for not doing his homework.
1) What gNATs are stinging Jamie
2) Are her thoughts true
3) Is there another possible explanation? What is it?
4) Flip it to the positive; what could Jamie think instead?
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HAND-OUT FOUR CHALLENGE YOUR OWN GNATS
Think of a recent challenging situation, when you may have faced
your own triggers (i.e. you felt really angry or lashed out, wanted to
run away, or felt you could not speak up).
1) Describe your situation very briefly:

2) What gNATS may you have been experiencing?

3) Are your gNATS thoughts true (really challenge yourself or each other, can
you prove they are true thoughts)?

4) Is there another possible explanation? What is it?

5) Flip it to the positive; what could you think instead?
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SORT It

A Red Challenge
– Eyes on
the prize

05
A Red Challenge
– Eyes on the prize
Please ensure you have thoroughly read
the introductory chapter and the literature
review so that you are familiar with all of
the concepts and models, and that you can
confidently explain them simply and clearly
to participants. Please also ensure you
have reviewed the videos for this session
(the Boxer and the Coach) to ensure you
understand the key concepts.

MATERIALS NEEDED

Copies of Hand-out
Two: 7 Different Types
of gNATs1 : Negative
Automatic Thoughts from
the previous session
SORT It Session 5
Powerpoint

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Flipchart, blu tac and
markers for writing up
discussion questions
throughout the session

ww Identify some of the key characteristics needed
to stick with their objective through ‘red’
situations, where they have little or no capacity
to influence change

A list of the ‘red’ scenarios
that participants discussed
in the last situation that
the facilitator can refer to

ww Review the skills needed for red situations
through discussion stories and a video.

5-6 copies of Hand-out
1: Who said it?

By the end of this session participants will:

2hr

A computer, projector and
speakers to play the videos

SESSION
TIMETABLE

Section

Time

Trickle In

10

Welcome and Getting into
New Brain

10

Who Said It?

20

 ideos: The Boxer and the
V
Coach

40

Close

10

The Boxer and the
Coach video loaded and
ready to go

1 This is adapted from www.peskygnats.com and
the National Family Support Network’s young
people’s support programme (www.nfsn.ie)
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10
MIN

Trickle In

ÆSLIDE 1

The ‘Take the Lesson’ from last week was: Ask participants to keep an eye out for their gNATS, and
come back with a story of how they’ve beaten one of their gNATS during the week
Give each participant a copy of ‘Handout 2: 7 different types of gNATS’ from last week as they come in
Invite them to review the list, and draw a circle around every gNAT that they dealt with in the past
week
Invite participants to discusss:
ww How many did you circle
ww Does anyone have examples of them
ww What worked or helped in managing the gNAT for you”?
10
MIN

Welcome

ÆSLIDE 2

Welcome participants and:
ww In the session two weeks ago, we looked at ‘objective’ this is where we figured out what we want,
and how important it is to be clear about this
ww Last week, we learned how to ‘read the lights’ and learned that challenges that arise can be
viewed as red, orange or green, depending on how much we can influence them.
ww In this session, we are looking at some red situations and the best way we can handle these kinds
of situations (in the next sessions we will look at orange and green).
ww Red situations are those over which we have little control, where we have to accept the decision
of another person. The red situations we discussed in the last session included situations at work
or school where the rules can not changed or when someone has power and does not wish to
negotiate with us.
5
MIN

GETTING INTO NEW BRAIN
ww Ask all participants to sit and focus
ww Ask participants to become aware of their breathing
ww Ring the mindfulness bell / bellon your app/phone and ask participants to listen carefully, and to
notice when the sound disappears

20
MIN

Exercise One: Who Said It?

ÆSLIDE 3

AIM

Students understand some of the characteristics you need to learn in order to stick with
something when its get tough in order to get what you need and achieve your goal.

OVERVIEW
There are two parts to this exercise
1) A quiz to match quotes to famous people
2) A discussion on grit and perseverance; the qualities needed to deal with a ‘red’ situation
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INSTRUCTIONS: QUIZ
ww Participants should form groups of two to three
ww Each group should have a copy of Handout 1: who said it?
ww The facilitator should read out each quote slowly and ask the participants to write the number of
the person who said it in the space on the right beside the quote:
ww The correct answers are: 1 = Albert Einstein / 2 = Beyonce / 3 = Barack Obama / 4 = David Beckham / 5 = Taylor Swift / 6 = Eminem
ww Have a group discussion, and then summarise, using the points in the box below.
Question

Discussion Points

What do you think all
of these quotes have in
common?

All of the quotes talk about how things can get difficult but you
have to stick with them and focus on what you want

What do you think ‘grit’
means… what are some
phrases you might use
when talking about ‘grit’?

ÒÒ Grit means being able to stick with something through a
difficulty.
ÒÒ Grit means having a goal, and seeing it through hard times
or hard situations
ÒÒ Grit means having perseverance
ÒÒ Some example phrases to describe grit: ‘suck it up, it’ll be
worth it in the end’ ‘stick with it’ ‘I can do this’

Discuss: Can you think of
a time when you had to
put up with something you
didn’t like, in order to get
what you needed?

ÒÒ Ask them to share one story or more from their group, and
highlight the importance of grit or sticking with it in the
participants’ story.

SUMMARISE

ÆSLIDE 4

ww There are lots of situations in our lives where we have to brave something out in order to get what
we want.
ww This is particularly important when we don’t have control over the situation so we have to do what
someone else wants.
ww These are red situations, and having grit is very important for these.
ww Sometimes, when we encounter a difficult situation, our old brain tells us we can’t deal with it or
makes us feel negative; remember we looked at gNATS and know there are ways to deal with this
40
MIN

Exercise Five: Video of The Boxer and the Coach

ÆSLIDE 5

AIM

That participants agree skills needed for ‘red’ situations, where they have no control and must
show perseverance and grit. This is done by reviewing and discussing the ‘One day at the Boxing Club
video’.
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OVERVIEW
The participants will review the two videos, the ‘before’ and ‘after’ the SORT It model is applied, and
discuss as a group how the Boxer applied the steps.

INSTRUCTIONS: THE BOXER AND THE COACH - TAKE ONE

ÆSLIDE 5

ww Write three questions up on a flipchart and stick it to the wall:
ww Discuss the questions with the class and ask them to think about them while they are watching the
video: (Slide 6)
ÒÒ What negative automatic thoughts is the Boxer having? (Participants can use their ‘seven types
of gNATs’ sheet as a reminder)
ÒÒ How did the gNATs make him feel? If he had challenged his gNATS how may he have changed
the situation?
ÒÒ What were the boxer’s goals?
ÒÒ What were the coach’s goals?
ÒÒ Do you think the Boxer got what he wanted from the situation?
ww Play take one and have a have a group discussion:
Question

Points for Discussion

What negative automatic
thoughts (gNATS) is the Boxer
having? (Participants can use
their ‘seven types of gNATs’ sheet
as a reminder)

For example…
Personalising gNAT: thinking the coach doesn’t like him,
rather than understanding that the coach is just enforcing
the rules
Black and White thinking gNAT: because he didn’t do well
this week, the Boxer thinks he’ll never do well in boxing
again, instead of seeing room to improve
Selective thinking gNAT: Rather than focusing on the support
the coach has provided over the last few months, the boxer
only thinks about the fact that coach wouldn’t let him play.

How did these gNATS make him
feel?

He felt picked on, and angry that he had been treated
unfairly.

If he had challenged his gNATS
how may he have changed the
situation?

He may have been able to see coaches point. He could have
left the situation without loosing his cool.

What were his short and long
term goals?

His long term goal could have been to fight in competitions
or be a very good boxer, his short term goals were to fight
and then win this match.

Do you think he got what he
wanted from the situation?

No way. He may have gotten some satisfaction from the
situation, i.e. let the coach know what he thought of him right
them, but it’s likely that he felt even worse soon after. He
would definitely have felt even worse if he gave up boxing
for good.
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INSTRUCTIONS: THE BOXER AND THE COACH - TAKE TWO

ÆSLIDE 7

ww Write the following questions up on flipchart:
ÒÒ How did he shift from old brain to new brain?
ÒÒ Did he focus on his long-term goal? How do you know?
ÒÒ Did he show grit / what did he have to put up with?
ww Watch the scenario and talking heads for the Boxer and the Coach Take Two and ask the participants to think about the three questions while they are watching it
ww Ask participants discuss their answers in groups afterwards and feedback to the larger group
ÒÒ Discuss:
Question

Discussion Points

How did he shift from old brain He turned, took a breath, held onto his boxing glove as his
to new brain?
‘anchor’

10
MIN

Did he focus on his long-term
goal? How do you know?

It seems likely that he did. He wanted to curse and shout at
his coach, but instead he shifted from old brain to new brain
and focussed on his longer term goal, which was to keep
boxing

Did he show grit / what did he
have to put up with

He had to put up with the coach giving out to him, missing a
fight, feeling humiliated or embarrassed

Is there any learning here for
us, what kind of situations do
we need to have grit for

Ask people to relate it to their own lives if they can, if the
tutor can share a story about grit and the challenges of this –
great.

Close
Reflection: Ask everyone to name one thing they are looking forward to for the coming week
Take the Lesson: Ask participants to find one red situation they find themselves in this week and to
apply the learning, to slow down, figure out their goal, plan a way to deal with the problem, and come
back and tell us about it
Grounding: Ask everyone to sit quietly for a minute and to ask ‘how am I and how is my breathing’ and
to make a goal for themselves for the coming week
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HAND-OUT ONE: WHO SAID IT?
QUOTE

Who?

1 “It’s not that I’m so smart; it’s just that I stay with
problems longer.”
2 “The reality is: sometimes you lose. And you’re never too
good to lose. You’re never too big to lose. You’re never too
smart to lose. It happens.”
3 “Making your mark on the world is hard. If it were easy,
everybody would do it. But it’s not. It takes patience, it
takes commitment, and it comes with plenty of failure
along the way. The real test is not whether you avoid this
failure, because you won’t. It’s whether you let it harden
or shame you into inaction, or whether you learn from it;
whether you choose to persevere”.
4 “I’m a very stubborn person. I think it has helped me over
my career. I’m sure it has hindered me at times as well,
but not too many times. I know that if I set my mind to do
something, even if people are saying I can’t do it, I will
achieve it”.
5 “These days, I’ve been trying to classify my thoughts into
two categories: “Things I can change,” and “Things I can’t.”
It seems to help me sort through what to really stress
about”.
6 “Cause sometimes, you just feel tired. Feel weak. And
when you feel weak, you feel like you wanna just give
up. But you gotta search within you. You gotta find that
inner strength, and just pull that shit out of you. And get
that motivation to NOT give up and NOT be a quitter. No
matter how bad you wanna just fall flat on your face and
collapse”.
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1. Eminem: Rapper

2. David Beckham: Footballer

3. Barack Obama: American
President

4. Beyonce: Singer /
Businesswoman

5. Taylor Swift: Singer

5. Albert Einstein: Famous Scientist
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An Orange ChallengeGive and Take
As always, please ensure you have
thoroughly read the introductory chapter
and the literature review to ensure you are
familiar with all of the concepts and models,
and that you can confidently explain them
simply and clearly to participants. Please
also ensure you have reviewed the videos
for this session (the Employee and her Boss)
to ensure you understand the key concepts.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

PIPs, a mobile phone
with the dragon-racing
app, a connector for the
mobile device to project
and a projector, to play
the dragon racing game
SORT It Module 6
Powerpoint presentation
Coloured pens and
paper, stickies, blu tack

By the end of this session participants will:
ww Identify good practice for negotiating – giving a
little to get what you need
ww Understand how negotiating can help us
progress towards our goals.

1hr
40

MATERIALS NEEDED

SESSION
TIMETABLE

Another two flip charts
stuck up around the room
labelled or illustrated
for the following:
»» Things you SHOULD
say or do
»» Things you SHOULD
NOT say or do
Copies of handout 1
for all participants

Section

Time

Get into new brain / overview

25

Negotiating: Give and
Take to Get What You Need

20

Top Negotiating Tips

15

 ideo: The Student and the
V
Teacher Videos

30

Close

10

Copies of handout 2
for all participants
One Day in a Cafe video
loaded and ready to go
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25
MIN

Trickle In and Welcome

20
MIN

TRICKLE IN / GETTING INTO NEW BRAIN
As participants trickle in:
ww Give them a chance to have a go of the ‘dragon racing’ game against one another. Be sure to
facilitate discussions around their scores, and to keep note of their scores as from previous
weeks
ww At the same time, those who aren’t playing can do the trickle in exercise from last week. It was
for participants to: find one red situation they find themselves in this week and to apply the
learning, to slow down, figure out their goal, plan a way to deal with the problem, and come
back and tell us about it
ÒÒ Give participants who are not playing some pens/coloured pens and paper/stickies and ask
them to write down some key words or draw some images representing their situation, while
others play the dragon-racing game
ÒÒ Ask them to stick their drawings or stickies onto the ‘RED’ Flipchart
ÒÒ Discuss with participants the red situations they overcame when they are not playing the
dragon-racing game

5
MIN

INTRODUCTION TO THE SESSION

ÆSLIDE 2

Discuss the following:
ww Remind participants where we are in the model – on the third step; read the lights. Ask them do
they remember what the first two steps were (shift from old brain to new brain and ‘objective’)
and what they mean.
ww Invite participants to say what ‘red’ situations were and how to handle them. Remind participants about the boxer: We watched how he managed to shift into new brain, take his breaths,
focus on his glove as his anchor, so he could keep his cool and not ruin his long term chances for
achieving his boxing goals. Part of managing red situations is what people call Grit, this means
being able to stick at something even when challenges confront us.
ww In this session we’re going to learn about to the second Read The Lights challenge – Orange –
when there is a possibility for us to negotiate. Orange situations are those where we think ‘hmm,
I might be able to explain my viewpoint and get a little compromise’, or ‘there may be wriggle
room for some negotiation’ or ’If I am understood better maybe the situation will change’..

20
MIN

Exercise One: Negotiating – Give and Take to Get What You Need
AIM Students understand that we are all experienced negotiators and that there are a variety of
approaches to negotiation that are appropriate in different situations.

OVERVIEW
There are two parts to this exercise,
1) The first is an overview discussion on negotiation and styles
2) The second is a small group discussion on situations where the young people have negotiated in
the past
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INSTRUCTIONS: DISCUSSION ON NEGOTIATION1

ÆSLIDE 3-5

Discuss the following points, and then work through the two scenarios that follow. Participants can
do the case scenarios on their own, in pairs, or in small groups
What does ‘negotiating’ mean?

You can negotiate to get something you want, to
resolve a fight, or to get the price you want for
something you are buying.

Is negotiating the same as tricking
people to get what you want?

Negotiation is a way of getting the things you need
without resorting to guilt, anger, intimidation, or manipulation.

Do you negotiate regularly?

All of our lives we have been ‘negotiating’ and we
probably negotiate most days.

Do we try to help other people
when we are negotiating?

When you start looking for ways to make sure
everyone gets what they want out of a disagreement
or a situation, you’re thinking about ways to negotiate.

Do you always get what you want
when you negotiate?

Negotiation is sometimes successful and we get what
we want, and sometimes it’s not so successful.

Working in a Shop: You are working in a newsagent and the boss says they need you to stay an hour
later, even though you weren’t on the rota. You really don’t want to do this as you have plans with
a friend this evening. What are the different ways you could deal with this? First, list all the ways,
good and bad, that you could deal with this. Second, come up with a plan to negotiate
Studying in the Library: You are sitting doing some study in a very busy library and another student
puts their arms up on the shared table to work. Their elbow is in your way. First, list all the ways,
good and bad, that you could deal with this. Second, come up with a plan to negotiate

1 Adapted from Learning About Living: http://www.learningaboutliving.org/south/young_people/personal_skills/negotitation_skills/_pid/content
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Facilitate a discussion after they have answered the questions, considering the following points:
Newsagent

Library

What are some of
ÒÒ Say no
the ways you could
ÒÒ Be rude to the boss
deal with it
ÒÒ Start crying
ÒÒ Beg the boss to let you go
home
ÒÒ Tell the boss you will ask
another colleague to cover it
ÒÒ Tell the boss you will cover
Saturday instead

ÒÒ Push the person’s elbow away
ÒÒ Shout at them or start a fight
ÒÒ Say nothing and study uncomfortably
ÒÒ Leave the library
ÒÒ Quietly tell the person that they
are in your space and ask them to
move

ÒÒ Say yes and cover it and tell
your friends you have to cancel
How could you
negotiate

ÒÒ Think about what you want in
the short term: to go out with
your friends
ÒÒ Think about what you want in
the long term: to have a job
and save some money
ÒÒ Think about what the other
person wants: to get the last
hour covered so the shop can
stay open
ÒÒ Find a solution with some give
and take: this could be: finding
someone else to cover it for
the boss / offering to cover
Saturday morning instead /
covering the first half an hour
of the hour

Final Discussion: Past Experiences

ÒÒ Think about what you want in the
short term: to be comfortable
ÒÒ Think about what you want in
the long term: to be able to get
the books so you can get the
assignment finished and pass
exams
ÒÒ Think about what the other person
wants: to be comfortable and study
ÒÒ Find a solution with some give and
take: this could be: having a quiet
discussion with the person and
asking them to move their arm /
pointing out a seat where there is
more room / movin towards the
other seat

ÆSLIDE 6

ww In small groups or as a large group participants should come up with some
ÒÒ Has everyone negotiated at some point in the past?
ÒÒ How many people had negotiated in the past week?
ÒÒ Can anyone share an example of a situation they’ve negotiated recently?
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15
MIN

Exercise Two: Top Ten Negotiation Tips
AIM

ÆSLIDE 7

Participants understand some key tips for negotiation

OVERVIEW
There is two parts to this exercise.
1) A dynamic walk-around exercise where participants come up with good practice tips for
negotiating
2) A review of a list of good practice tips through a group discussion and with input from the
facilitator

WALK-AROUND INSTRUCTIONS
ww Give participants stickies and pens/markers
ww Have two flip charts stuck up around the room labelled or illustrated for the following:
ÒÒ Things you SHOULD say or do
ÒÒ Things you SHOULD NOT say or do
ww The aim is that participants come up with some ‘shoulds’ and ‘should nots’ for negotiating with
another person to get something they need. These include both words (say) and actions (do)
ww Ask participants to work in pairs and think back to the stories they heard in the last exercise and
come up with one or two things to stick on each poster
ww Participants should write or draw two things for each flip chart sheet and stick them on the charts
ww When participants have done this, as a group walk around to each poster for a group discussion on
good practice points / bad practice points that the group has come up with.
ww Go through Handout 1 together and see how many of the tips they came up with and how many
additional ones are listed

REVIEW OF GOOD PRACTICE TIPS
ww Together review the sheet of good practice tips (Hand-out 1) and see if the participants came up
with different points to what is on the list – where there are connections between what the participants have come up with and what is on this sheet highlight this.
ww Highlight the importance of getting into new brain before starting any negotiation and the fact
that if a person can NOT get calm and be working in their new brain, then they should put any
negotiations off until they are calm and in their new brain.
ww Remind the class of the last session – and ask how will they know they are in their new brain and
are ready to negotiate.

SUMMARISE
ww In negotiation, it’s not just what you say, but how you say it is important
ww It is important to shift into new brain to make sure that you can be aware of yourself and the other
person and make sure you are thinking as well as you can about the situation at hand, rather than
drifting off in old brain
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The Employee and Her Boss
AIM

Participants review the skills needed for ‘orange’ situations, where they have, or suspect they
have, some control and must use their skills to negotiate with other people.

OVERVIEW
The participants will review the two videos, the ‘before’ and ‘after’ the SORT It model is applied, and
discuss as a group how the Employee applied these skills

THE EMPLOYEE AND HER BOSS - TAKE ONE

ÆSLIDE 8

Distribute Handout 2 to participants, which includes questions for the group to consider during
the video. Read out the questions with the class and ask them to think about them while they are
watching the video. Play ‘take one’, then facilitate a discussion using the questions as a starting point.
Question

Points for Discussion

What was the employee’s
objective? What was the boss’s
objective?

ÒÒ The employee wanted to be herself and be able to
speak in a way she felt was natural

Which of the four ‘quarters’, which
style, did the employee use?

ÒÒ Even though the relationship was important and the self
interest was high, the employee used a competing style,
pitting herself against the boss

How was her language; her words
and her body language?

ÒÒ Her body language was impatient, aggressive

Did anyone get what they wanted
in that situation?

ÒÒ Nobody seemed to get what they wanted; she quit her
job and the boss lost an employee

ÒÒ The boss wanted the employee to be more professional
and not swear or use slang

ÒÒ She won’t get to save to go to America
What would have helped?

ÒÒ If the employee had calmed down and moved from fight
and then flight to being in her new brain
ÒÒ If either of the two people had spent some time trying to
understand where the other person was coming from
ÒÒ If either of the two people had asked each other what
they wanted and tried to find some common ground
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THE EMPLOYEE AND HER BOSS - TAKE TWO

ÆSLIDE 9

Distribute Handout 3 to participants, which include questions for the group to consider when
watching the video. Read out the questions and then, play ‘take two’, then facilitate a discussion
using the questions as a starting point.
Question

Discussion Points

How did she shift from old
brain to new brain?

She turned, took a breath, looked at her feet, centred herself
and only turned around to have the the conversation when
she felt calm and in control.

Did she focus on her long-term
goal? How do you know?

It seems likely that she did. She wanted to get annoyed with
the boss but instead, she shifted from old brain to new brain
and focussed on her longer term goal of going on holiday
with her mates.

What negotiation skills did she
use?

ÒÒ She stated her position using ‘I’ statements…
ÒÒ She stayed grounded; breathed and stayed in New Brain
ÒÒ She listened to her boss and rephrased what she wanted
so she felt understood
ÒÒ She used a bit of humour to lighten the mood
ÒÒ She used her body language; she smiled and had an open
expression
ÒÒ Her tone of voice was calm and not at all hostile
ÒÒ She listened to the other person’s position and considered
their goals in this situation
ÒÒ She looked for a ‘win-win’ so they would both be happy,
she gave a little and asked for a little.

How do you think they both
felt afterwards

They probably felt good, that they had stated what they
wanted and needed, heard the other person and found
common ground. The employee stood up for herself while
also respecting the authority of her boss.
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Exercise Six: Close
AIM Close the session by helping to the group to unwind and debrief. First get participants to reflect

on a new learning from the class. Then get them to do a brief exercise known as muscle relaxation – by
tensing the whole body, participants are then more aware of how their body is in a relaxed state.

INSTRUCTIONS
Reflection: Ask everyone to name one thing they have learned today that they might use again
Take the Lesson: Ask participants to practice negotiation skills this week. Pick a situation, plan your
negotiation, try it out and report back to the class next week
Grounding:
a) Ask participants to sit still and bring their awareness to their body
b) Read out loud:
ÒÒ Tense everything in your whole body, stay with that tension.
ÒÒ Start with your feet; move up to legs, stomach, chest, arms, neck, and face.
ÒÒ Hold it as long as you can without feeling pain
ÒÒ Slowly release the tension and very gradually feel it leave your body. Repeat three times.
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HANDOUT ONE: TOP TIPS FOR NEGOTIATING
1. Stay grounded; breathe, get yourself calm and stay in New Brain

2. First ask what the other person wants or needs. Listen to the other person’s
position and consider their goals in this situation.

3. Restate the person’s position to be sure you understand it…. It will also help them
feel heard

4. Clarify your own goals and what you will give and what you will not give. If you
need time to do this, ask for a minute or come back to the conversation.

5. State your position using ‘I’ statements… ‘I feel, I think, I would like’…

6. Use positive body language; this means both your facial expressions and the way
the rest of your body is communicating – your hands, your posture etc. State how
you feel clearly.

7. Use ‘we’ statements and questions to find a solution together… it brings a sense of
teamwork. ‘What can we do’…

8. Look for a ‘win-win’ situation. Seek their ideas to find the joint win…
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HAND-OUT TWO: THE EMPLOYEE AND HER BOSS
TAKE ONE
1. How did she do, in terms of negotiation?

2. What was the employee’s Objective? What was the boss’s Objective?

4. How was her language; her words and her body language?

5. Did anyone get what they wanted in that situation?

6. What would have helped that negotiation go better?
What could the employee have done better?
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HAND-OUT TWO: THE EMPLOYEE AND HER BOSS
TAKE TWO
1) How did she shift from old brain to new brain?

2) Did she focus on her long-term goal? How do you know?

3) What negotiation skills did she use this time?

4) How do you think they both felt after the situation?
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SESSION

SORT It

Green Means
I Can Do This

07
Green Means
I Can Do This
Please ensure you have read the
introductory chapter and the
literature review so you are familiar
with all the concepts and models, and
that you can confidently explain them
simply and clearly to participants.
Please review the videos for this
session (the Student and The Teacher)
to ensure you understand the key
concepts.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

By the end of this session participants will:
ww Understand the range of tools at
their disposal to solve problems (e.g.
themselves, other people, books/the
internet)
ww Plan how to use different tools available
to them to solve problems

1hr
40

MATERIALS NEEDED

SORT IT Session 7 PowerPoint
Three flipcharts/posters on the wall,
each with one of the following phrases
written on it: fixed and growth mind-sets
/ anchors and triggers / fight or flight
Stickies/post-its and pens
Copies of Hand-out 1:
Scenarios for all participants
Copies of Hand-out 2: My Problem
Solving Toolbox for all participants
Copies of Hand-out 3: Problem Solving
Step by Step for all participants
Copies of Hand-out 4:
‘The Student and The teacher
Take One’ for all participants
Copies of Hand-out 5:
‘The Student and The Teacher
Take Two’ for all participants

SESSION
TIMETABLE

Section

Time

Trickle in and Welcome

15

Revision

15

Read the Lights: Green means
I Can Do This

30

 he Student and the
T
Teacher Videos

30

Close

10

Copies of Hand-out 6:
‘7 Different Types of GNATS’
Video ‘The Student and the
teacher’ loaded and ready to go
Computer, speakers and a projector so
participants can see / hear the videos
1) Tablet / phone with Dragon Racing
game downloaded and ready to use
2) Dragon game marking scheme
3) PIPs connected to the device for
dragon racing
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Trickle in
AIM   Students are calm and ready to engage

TRICKLE IN
Last week’s ‘Take the Lesson’ was: Ask participants to practice negotiation skills this week. Pick a
situation, plan your negotiation, try it out and report back to the class next week.
As participants come in, ask them to share whether they did any negotiating this week and how it
went. Do the exercise below with participants as they arrive into the bigger group

TWO FACED PHRASES

ÆSLIDE 1

ww Look at the phrases on the PowerPoint slide
ww In the group, take turns trying to say the statements in a calm and respectful manner and then
using the SAME WORDS but in a negative manner (e.g. aggressive / sarcastic / mean etc.)
ww Facilitate a group discussion, using the following questions:

v

Discussion Points

What makes the
difference between
a calm statement
an aggressive
statement?

ÒÒ Your tone of voice - this can be warm, cold, threatening, sinister,
kind etc.
ÒÒ Your volume – louder can be more aggressive
ÒÒ The pace at which you speak – for example speaking very
slowly can imply that you think someone is stupid, but speaking
very fast can make you seem stressed
ÒÒ Your facial expression – this communicates even more than the
words you are actually speaking.
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5
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Welcome
MINDFUL MINUTE
ww Ring the bell to acknowledge the beginning of the session and focus participants into the
room
ww Do a body scan, observation exercise, square breathing or other mindful exercise for one
minute to help participants to ground before the session

INTRODUCTION TO THE SESSION

ÆSLIDE 2

Remind Participants of where we are on the SORT It model (slide 2)
ww In the last session, we looked at:
ÒÒ The second Read The Lights challenge – Orange – when there is a possibility for us to
negotiate. Orange situations were those where we thought ‘hmm, I might be able to
explain my viewpoint and get a little compromise’, or ‘there may be wriggle room for
some negotiation’ or ’If I am understood better maybe the situation will change’.
ww Today we are looking at ‘green’ challenges and we will come up with some ways to meet
those challenges. Green challenges are the ones where, when we think about it, we know
we can probably manage it.
ww First, we’re going to remind ourselves of some of the things we learned over the past few
weeks, because they are starting to really come together.
15
MIN

Exercise One: Old Brain to New Brain Revision
AIM   Students are reminded of some of the key concepts of ‘triggers’, ‘anchors’ and ‘the growth
mindset’.

OVERVIEW
There are two parts to this exercise,
1) The first is a group discussion
2) The second is a brief practice of some techniques to get into new brain

INSTRUCTIONS: DISCUSSION

ÆSLIDE 3

ww Give all participants three stickies and a pen
ww Ask participants to use one sticky for each of the posters on the wall
ww Go through each of the three posters and ask them to draw the face that represents how
much they remember (reference the faces on the slide)
ww At each poster, ask some key questions (below) to help refresh everyone’s memories
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Question

Discussion Points

Do you remember
the difference
between a ‘fixed’
idea of intelligence
and a ‘growth’ idea
of intelligence?

ÒÒ Intelligence and ability are things that can grow and develop, like our
muscles, through exercise and work

ÒÒ When they meet a problem that they cannot immediately master,
people who believe intelligence is fixed, think they are not capable
of overcoming it. Research has found that people with this belief
often sabotage success. Why? Because they believe that if they fail
What does this
it means they are not smart. Whereas people with a growth idea of
mean? How does it
intelligence understand that if they fail its because they didn’t do
impact on our probenough work.
lem-solving?
ÒÒ Those with a growth mindset are more likely to problem solve and
try to find a way around it.
ÒÒ Today, it is important that we realise that if we want to solve a
problem, we may have to try a couple of things but with enough
effort we have a good chance of getting it right.
Do you remember
what fight or flight
means? When does
it happen, and what
happens to us in
fight or flight?

ÒÒ Fight or flight’ is a physical response in our body to fear or stress
ÒÒ It happens before we have even had time to think
ÒÒ The blood goes to our muscles and leaves our ‘old brain’ in charge
ÒÒ Our old brain isn’t very good at problem-solving, and can either
make us aggressive (fight) or make us unable to engage effectively or
express ourselves (flight) so we have to do some work to let our new
brain be in charge.

Do you remember
ÒÒ A trigger is something that sets us off thinking negatively, the way a
what triggers are?
trigger sets off a gun.
What types of
things are triggers? ÒÒ A trigger can be something external to us like an event or a situation,
or it can be something internal like a thought or feeling.
How do we manage
our triggers?
ÒÒ Triggers are unique to each of us; what might set one person off
feeling bad or stressed might not set another person off.
ÒÒ Triggers cause us to have negative thoughts about ourselves or
situations around us. These thoughts often aren’t true, or might be
only a bit true.
ÒÒ These automatic thoughts, if we don’t slow down and get into new
brain, cause us to react in a way that may not be best for us at the
time.
ÒÒ To manage triggers, we need to understand ‘what pushes our
buttons’, so when we can calm ourselves when these things happen.
We also need to be able to recognise in the moment when we are
reacting to a trigger and going into fight or flight mode.
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Exercise Four: Green Means I Can Do Something
AIM   Participants review the skills needed for ‘green’ situations. A green situation is one where we
have the power to change the situation by changing their actions.

OVERVIEW
There are two parts to this exercise:
1) Discuss ‘green’ situations and learn about using different tools and experiences to help find the
right solution to a problem
2) Review of The Student and the Teacher video to understand some skills that can be can used

INSTRUCTIONS: MY PROBLEM SOLVING TOOLBOX

ÆSLIDE 4-5

Have a group discussion on how someone can identify a green situation – you may want to draw
these points up on a chart.
Group Question

Points to Include for Discussion

How do you know if a
difficult situation is a green
one, i.e. you have the power
to change it

TIP - If you can answer yes to any of the following questions:
ÒÒ If you did something differently would it change the
situation?
ÒÒ Can you identify other people who have managed a similar
situation and got a good result?
ÒÒ Is it possible that if you looked at the situation another
way, you could find a way to solve it? (e.g. maybe there are
gNATS stopping you from seeing it properly)
ÒÒ In the past, changing the way you acted or thought has a
positive influence on this problem or a similar one

1) Ask everyone in smaller groups or in the larger group to discuss and to think about a problem
that could be considered green
2) Read through the scenarios provided in Hand-out 1: Green Scenarios to get a sense of some
other the problems that could fall into ‘green’ category – don’t worry about analysing them or
finding solutions, reading through them is just to get a sense of the type of problems that are
‘green’
3) Using Hand-out 2: My Problem Solving Toolbox – discuss the three tools in the toolbox: [slide 5]
ÒÒ Yourself: what can you do or do differently to solve this problem?
ÒÒ Others: what can I ask of or learn from others to solve this problem?
ÒÒ Things: what else can I use, or learn about, to solve the problem?
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Discuss this with the young people highlighting some key points highlighted on the hand out:
ww In problem solving, there are lots of things we can draw on. The most important of these is
ourselves – figuring out what we can do differently to resolve it. This is always our first port of call
when it comes to solving a problem.
ww Another thing we can do is look to other people and see what they can help us with and what we
can learn with them. It is usually best to ask for help when we have given some time to thinking
about the problem, thinking about what we can do about it first, and then finding the best way
that others can help us.
ww The last thing we can do is find more information from the world about what else would help us.
By reading / learning we can find how others have managed this problem before.
4) As a group, using Hand-out 3: Problem Solving Step by Step go through the first practice scenario
together from Hand-out 1. The table below includes ideas on how you would approach each step.
This exercise helps to demonstrate breaking down the problem solving approach. [slide 6]
Tool

Practice Scenario Application: Working in a Garage

Yourself

ÒÒ I could take a breath, shift into new brain because the customer is obviously
in old brain and getting very annoyed
ÒÒ I can realise that maybe there’s a ‘personalising gNAT’ in my head that’s
taking offence
ÒÒ I could try to think of his objective here, and tell him I understand
ÒÒ I could take time to explain that I’m not sure how to handle his complaint,
but I’ll try

Others

ÒÒ I could call a manager and ask their advice about handling a complaint
ÒÒ I could ask the customer what he would like to happen

Things

ÒÒ I could look around and see if there is a ‘complaints policy’ in the shop that I
can use
ÒÒ Later, I could look up some tips on the internet about dealing with angry
customers so that I’m better prepared the next time

5) Break participants into two groups and allocate one scenario each to them from Hand-out 1
(Sleepy in Class / Battle of the Bands), and ask them to answer the questions on the slide / on
Hand-out Three for the scenario.
a.

After 5 minutes, participants should tell the larger groups their approach

b.

The group to be asked for what they thought was good about their approach and anything else
that could be done by themselves, by asking others, or by looking at other things.

c.

The facilitator can provide any additional commentary after the other participants have fed
back
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Exercise Five: The Student and the teacher Video
AIM Participants review how the character in the video applies the skills needed for ‘green’
situations, where they have the ability to manage the problem.

OVERVIEW
The participants will review the two videos, the ‘before’ and ‘after’ the SORT It model is applied, and
discuss as a group how the student applied these skills.

INSTRUCTIONS: ONE THE STUDENT AND THE TEACHER TAKE ONE
ww Distribute Hand-out 4: The Student and The Teacher Questions to participants, which includes
questions for the group to consider during the video.
ww Read out the questions with the class and ask them to think about them while they are watching
the video.
ww Give participants Hand-out 6: the pesky gNATS Hand-out again and ask them to look out for what
gNATS are biting the student, when she is reflecting after the situation (during the talking head section)
ww Play ‘take one’, then facilitate a discussion using the questions as a starting point.
Question

Points for Discussion

What was the student’s
objective? What was the
teacher’s objective?

ÒÒ The student wanted to be able to do the task assigned to her. She
didn’t want to be embarrassed.

Using the Problem
Solving Toolbox:

ÒÒ It doesn’t seem like she could see the problem to solve; she thought
the problem was the teacher

Did the student try
anything herself to solve
the problem?

ÒÒ She tried, but very half-heartedly, before giving up

Did she try to get help
from other people to
solve her problem?

ÒÒ Not really, she half-heartedly called the teacher but then she started
messing and gave up

Did she try to use other
things, to help solve her
problem?

ÒÒ She looked at her page a bit but didn’t really try to read it properly,
look it up

Did anyone get what
they wanted in that
situation?

ÒÒ Nobody seemed to get what they wanted; the teacher was frustrated
and the student got asked to leave class

Thinking back to the
pesky gNATS, what
gNATS were biting the
student?

ÒÒ Jumping to conclusions gNAT: by thinking he hates her

ÒÒ The teacher wanted the student to complete the assignment without
disturbing others

ÒÒ She started messing and throwing things around, which probably
wasn’t going to solve her problem?

ÒÒ She messed with her classmates but didn’t ask for their help

ÒÒ Black and white thinking gNAT: because she couldn’t do one exercise
she presumed she’d fail the whole course
ÒÒ Personalising gNAT: presuming that the teacher doesn’t like her
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INSTRUCTIONS: THE STUDENT AND THE TEACHER TAKE TWO
Distribute Hand-out 5: The Student and The Teacher Take Two Questions to participants, which include
questions for the group to consider when watching the video. Read out the questions and then, play
‘Take Two’. Facilitate a discussion using the questions as a starting point.
Question

Discussion Points

Using her toolbox, what
did she do, herself, to
solve the problem?

ÒÒ She shifted into new brain: she clasped her hands, focussed and
took three deep breaths
ÒÒ She focussed on her objective; to finish the course and go to
college
ÒÒ She tried writing it down in her own words so she could
understand better
ÒÒ She decided to ask for help instead of giving up

What help or advice did
she get from others?

ÒÒ She raised her hands and asked Rob to help
ÒÒ She asked him to do it again
ÒÒ She works on it at home with her brother

What things did she use
or other information did
she get?

ÒÒ She used the pen and paper to try to reframe it and she used the
computer to try to practice it more

How do you think they
both felt afterwards?

ÒÒ They probably felt good. Rob felt like he understood her better
and he thinks she is smart and motivated.
ÒÒ She feels like she understands herself as a learner and knows
how to solve her problems. She feels like she can work to get to
college.

10
MIN

Exercise Six: Close
AIM   Close the session by helping to the group unwind and debrief. Remind the class that there are
many things that can help us to become grounded and get into our new brain; this involves focussing
on the present moment, our breath, focussing on what we are grateful for and many other things.

INSTRUCTIONS
Reflection: Ask everyone to name one thing they are looking forward to after this class, it could be
something coming up soon or much later.
Take the Lesson: Ask participants to pay attention to their problem-solving this week and next week
to report on one problem they solve, including what they did themselves, what they got from other
people to solve the problem, and whether they read or learned something new to help solve the
problem.

GROUNDING:
a) Ask participants to sit still and bring their awareness to the room
b) Ask participants to notice (and give time between each to allow them to think about it)
ÒÒ 3 things that they can see right now
ÒÒ 3 things that they can feel, right now
ÒÒ 3 things that they can hear, right now
c)

Thank the participants and wish them well for next week.
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HAND-OUT ONE:
GREEN SCENES: CASE STUDIES
PRACTICE SCENARIO: WORKING IN A GARAGE
You work in a garage and a customer comes in the door looking annoyed. He tells
you that he was in yesterday and the person who was working was very rude to him
and he wants to make a complaint. You don’t feel like it’s your problem and he’s
getting more annoyed at you because you say this.

SCENARIO ONE: SLEEPY IN CLASS
Your tutor is getting very annoyed and threatens to kick you out of the course
because you’re not paying attention. You keep falling asleep in class and not really
taking part because you are exhausted. You’ve been staying up late watching a new
show because it helps you escape the stress.

SCENARIO TWO: BATTLE OF THE BANDS
You are entering a battle of the bands competition with your group of friends. Your
band-mate Alex is really good at remembering the words of songs and doesn’t really
have to practice very hard to do well at this. You keep forgetting the words of the
song that you are supposed to be performing and it’s embarrassing.
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HAND-OUT TWO:
MY PROBLEM SOLVING TOOLBOX
The most important tool in the problem solving toolbox is YOU! What can you do
differently?
1) Other people can be a great help. Can you ask someone for advice or help?
2) You can also figure out ways to solve your problem by reading and learning from
the world around you about how this problem has been solved before

WHAT HELP
CAN I GET FROM
OTHER PEOPLE?

WHAT CAN I DO
DIFFERENTLY?
PROBLEM
SOLVED

WHAT ELSE CAN
I LEARN OR USE?
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HAND-OUT THREE:
PROBLEM SOLVING STEP BY STEP
Step

Questions to ask

Yourself: what can I do
differently

ÒÒIs there something I could do now, or later, to
make this problem go away?
ÒÒCan I think differently about this problem?

Others: when you have
done all you can, can
someone else help?

ÒÒCan I get advice by asking someone?

Things:

There is a lot of information in the world, in books
and on the internet, that can help you figure out
how to solve your problem. Many people have
been through similar and have shared their
learning and their ideas. You just have to go look
for it.

ÒÒCan I learn from someone else’s experiences
who might have had a similar problem before?
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HAND-OUT FOUR:
THE STUDENT AND THE TEACHER TAKE ONE QUESTIONS

07

1) What was the student’s objective? What was the teacher’s objective?

USING THE PROBLEM SOLVING TOOLBOX:
2) Did the student try anything herself to solve the problem?

3) Did she try to get help from other people to solve her problem?

4) Did she try to use other things to help solve her problem?

5) Did anyone get what they wanted in that situation?

6) Thinking back to the pesky gNATS, what gNATS were biting the student?

PAGE 12

07
HAND-OUT FIVE:
THE STUDENT AND THE TEACHER TAKE TWO QUESTIONS
1) Using her toolbox, what did she do, herself, to solve the problem?

2) What help or advice did she get from others?

3) What things did she use or other information did she get?

4) How do you think they both felt afterwards?
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07
HAND-OUT SEVEN:

7 DIFFERENT TYPES OF GNATS1: NEGATIVE AUTOMATIC THOUGHTS
OVER-GENERALISING GNAT
His sting makes you think: If something bad happens once, it’ll happen again
and again
Example: after failing a maths test, Jamie says to himself ‘I’ll never be good at
maths’

SELECTIVE THINKING GNAT
Her sting makes you: Only focus on the bad parts of stuff
Example: At the end of a party at the youth club, with great music and food
and loads of fun, Jenny got into trouble for horseplay. She told everyone what
a terrible night it was and didn’t point out any of the good stuff.

BLACK AND WHITE THINKING GNAT
His sting makes you: think everything is either good or bad, with no in
between.
Example: Jack’s Dad told him that he didn’t like one of the lads he was
hanging around with and Jack is furious because he thinks his dad hates his
friends.

PERSONALISING GNAT
Her sting makes you: blame people for doing things to you, even if what they
were doing wasn’t anything to do with you
Example: Jenny tells Melanie she can’t come over that evening because she
has to go to her Nana’s. Melanie decides that Jenny doesn’t like her and that’s
why she’s not coming over.

JUMPING TO CONCLUSIONS GNAT
His sting makes you: presume something, even if you don’t have anything to
back it up
Example: Alex came home and found money gone from his bedside table. He
presumed it had been stolen by his sister Lorraine (Alex forgot he had put it
away somewhere earlier)

PREDICTING THE FUTURE GNAT
Her sting makes you: presume all the worst possible things are going to
happen
Example: Courtney says that her brother’s never going to get off drugs

CHEWING OVER IT GNAT
His sting makes you: spend all the time thinking over and over about
something bad that happened
Example: Gary’s mam told him that he was lazy before he left for school. Gary
spent the rest of the day thinking about it and being angry about it

1 This is adapted from www.peskygnats.com and the National Family Support Network’s young people’s support programme (www.nfsn.ie)
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Techniques to
Solve Green
Problems

08
Techniques to Solve
Green Problems
Please read the introductory chapter and
the literature review to ensure you are
familiar with all the concepts and models,
and that you can confidently explain them
simply and clearly to participants.
Also, watch the video on mind mapping
(and read/watch more videos if needed)
to understand its value before you
teach it https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=71YYINsBG_w

MATERIALS NEEDED

Paper, Flipchart, blu-tac and
markers in different colours for
writing up discussion questions /
notes etc. throughout the session
Copies of handout 1 ‘Being a Good
Teacher’ for HALF of the participants
Copies of handout 3 for
HALF of the participants
Copies of handout 4 for
all participants

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

By the end of this session participants will:

Copies of handout 5 for
all participants

ww Have practiced additional problem solving
techniques for a range of problems

Copies of handout 6 for
all participants

1hr
40

Video ‘how to be a good teacher’
loaded and ready to go: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=VfK7tfDCSIk

SESSION
TIMETABLE

Section

Time

Trickle In and Welcome

15

Learning Pyramid / Watch and
Teach

25

Mind Mapping

20

Active Reading

15

Avoiding Distractions

15

Summarise

5

Close

5

Video ‘how to remember people’s
names’ loaded and ready to
go: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=XQgcpW_-_1E
Video ‘the importance of
sleep’ loaded and ready to go:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=xxxWv6PM4EM
Computer, speakers and a
projector so participants can
see / hear the videos
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08
10
MIN

Trickle In Exercise

ÆSLIDE 1

Take the Lesson: Last week it was: “Ask participants to pay attention to their problem solving this week
and next week to report on one problem they solve, including what they did themselves, what they
got from other people to solve the problem, and whether they read or learned something new to help
solve the problem”.
ww Give participants paper and pens and
ww Ask them to replicate the image on the slide and
ww Either draw some pictures or use words to complete each section, in relation to a problem they
solved this week
ww Discuss it with the group as they are doing it

5
MIN

Welcome

ÆSLIDE 2

MINDFUL MINUTE
ww Ring the bell to acknowledge the beginning of the session and focus participants into the room
ww Do a body scan, observation exercise, square breathing or other mindful exercise for one minute
to help participants to ground before the session

INTRODUCTION TO THE SESSION
Discuss the following: Highlight the SORT It model in the presentation
ww In this session, we’re going to focus on some tips and tricks for getting us through those ‘Green’
problems, ones where we know that with a little bit of work, we can resolve it.
ww In this session, we are going to look at several ways to help us learn so we can problem solve
properly
ww In this session, it’s important to know now that at the end of the class you will be summarising
the learning of today so it’s important to pay close attention and think about the most important
points you are learning throughout the class.

25
MIN

Exercise One: Teaching Someone Else
AIM
ß

Participants understand different techniques that can help them to learn

ß

To practice some of these techniques

OVERVIEW
There are two parts to this exercise
a) A discussion on the ‘learning pyramid (5 mins)
b) A ‘watch and teach’ exercise (20 mins)
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ÆSLIDE 3

LEARNING PYRAMID INSTRUCTIONS

Show participants the learning pyramid on the slide and discuss the following points

Learning Pyramid
average
student
retention
rates

Lecture

10%
20%

Reading
Audiovisual

30%

Demonstration

50%

Discussion

75%

Practice doing

90%

Teach others

Source: National Training Laboratories, Bethel, Maine

What do you think this
pyramid shows?

It shows, on average how much information that people retain
when they receive information in different ways

What are the ways we learn
least?

If we ONLY attend a class and hear a lecture, that this is the
least effective way to learn

In class, what could help us
If we discuss it with others, if we practice doing it, and we learn
learn more, if you look at that best if we try to teach others about the thing we are trying to
pyramid
learn
Do you think doing one thing,
or doing a mixture of things
would be best

What is most important is that if we use a combination of these
things, this will be the most effective way to learn

Whose responsibility is it to
Some students may be tempted to think it is all the teacher’s
ensure that we are learning in responsibility to ensure we are taught in multiple ways. As
the most effective way?
a tutor, challenge this. One way you can do this is by asking
about the student who has a bad teacher who only ever gives
lectures. What options does the young person have? Of course,
they can choose to support their own learning. If they don’t,
they are likely to fail their class. In both cases, the teacher
remains a fairly bad teacher, however if the student does not
take responsibility for their learning, they are the ones who will
deal with the outcome of having bad marks in their class.
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WATCH AND TEACH INSTRUCTIONS
Explain to participants that we are going to practice the one that is most effective; teach others.
Prepare to play the video ‘being a good teacher’: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VfK7tfDCSIk
ww Ask participants to work in pairs
ww After watching the video, one participant will be the teacher and one the participant
ww The participant who is going to be the teacher should take notes as they will have to teach it back
ww Watch ‘being a good teacher’
ww Now the teacher should explain ‘being a good teacher’ to the other participant
ww The other participant uses ‘Handout One: being a good teacher’ to see how much of the information the person remembered to teach
ww The participant being the student should feed back to the participant being the teacher how they
did and what they missed using the checklist
Prepare to play the video ‘How to remember someone’s name’ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQgcpW_-_1E
ww Ask participants to reverse roles, the person who was the teacher should now be the student
ww The participant who is going to be the teacher should take notes as they will have to teach it back
ww Watch ‘Being a good Teacher’
ww Now the teacher should explain ‘being a good teacher’ to the other participant
ww The other participant uses ‘Hand-out Three: How to remember someone’s name’ to see how much
of the information the person remembered to teach
ww The participant being the student should feed back to the participant being the teacher on how
they did and what they missed, using the checklist.
Summarise
ww While participants may not have remembered everything in the videos, when they were in the
teaching role, there is a very good chance they remembered a lot more than they would have
otherwise, because they were preparing to teach the material.
ww Ask the group how they would incorporate their learning into their own lives. This can be good
practice for participants if they have to do an exam, or an exercise in class where they have to
remember a lot of information.
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20
MIN

Exercise Two: Mind Mapping
AIM

To teach participants about mind-mapping as a useful tool for helping them to understand and
learn new information
Discuss
ww Ask participants to discuss some of the things they find difficult about learning new information
ww Discuss that there are some tips and tricks that can make learning a bit easier and today we will
look at one tool that can help us to do learn and study better
ww Mind mapping is a way to visually represent information and can be very helpful in learning
ww It makes learning easy and it encourages you to make connections between lots of different ideas
ww Mind mapping can be used for taking notes in class, for studying and generally for organising your
ideas
ww Give participants Handout Four: Mind Map Example
ww Discuss what the mind map is used for here:
ÒÒ The mind map was used to note all the person’s thoughts about ‘health’
ÒÒ We can see in the first instance that their first thoughts were about ‘diet’, ‘sleep’, ‘stress’, ‘exercise’ so they put these down first
ÒÒ Then each of these thoughts became like branches of a tree, with smaller thoughts coming off
them
ÒÒ Any other points that the participants find interesting can be discussed
ww Explain to participants that we are going to try mind mapping for ourselves.

PRACTICING MIND MAPPING
The topic given is an example, however if there is a topic that is more interesting to the group, you can
skip the video and just work on another topic together
ww Give all participants a flipchart sheet and some different coloured markers / sticky notes
ww Ask them to write the word ‘sleep’ in the middle of the sheet
ww Explain that we will watch a video about sleep and learning and as they watch the video, they can
make their own mind-map for it
ww Explain that they can write or draw their ideas as they go (i.e. they are watching the video)
ww Put on the video on ‘the importance of sleep’ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xxxWv6PM4EM
ww Ask participants to write or draw a mind map of some of the ideas in the video that they are particularly interested in or feel are important
ww After the video give participants a couple of minutes to finish their mind maps
ww Ask 2 – 3 participants to share their mind maps and discuss them as a group
ww Ask participants if they felt like the exercise was useful, and when/how they might use it in the
future

15
MIN

Exercise Three: Active Reading
AIM Participants consider what they can do when they have to read instructions or text to make sure
they are taking it in and learning
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OVERVIEW
There are two parts to this session:
a) A brief group discussion on what we can do to check in with ourselves when we are reading something
b) A brief exercise on ‘Active Reading’
5
MIN

Instructions

ÆSLIDE 4

Discuss
Some of the ‘green’ situations were ones where we had to read, learn or pay attention closely in order to
manage the situation
The girl in the computer class in the video wasn’t concentrating and didn’t take in the learning in the
first video
Let’s look at some of the things we can do to make sure we are paying attention and making the most
out of reading instructions or a piece of text
Have a flipchart ready to write up examples of questions we can ask ourselves while reading, for the
third question
Being smart about your reading and using techniques to make sure you are staying engaged is called
Active Reading… let’s discuss that…
Group Question

Points for Discussion

Ask participants to list
situations where they have
to read and learn in (e.g. in
class / work)

Examples include

ÒÒ When we have to read something to study
ÒÒ When we have to follow instructions
ÒÒ In an exam where we have to answer questions on a piece of text

Ask participants whether
ÒÒ When we are in new brain, we are focussed and paying attention
they think being in old brain
to what is in front of us
or new brain is better for
ÒÒ Taking a couple of breaths and focussing on what is in front of us
reading text or following
means we are less likely to be distracted
instructions and why
ÒÒ This means we can take in what we are learning and be quicker
and more accurate when we are trying to follow instructions or
answer questions
Ask participants: when you
ÒÒ Before: scan the text and say, ‘what is this about’?
are reading, what are some ÒÒ During: read a section and say
questions you could ask
ÒÒ What did I just learn?
yourself –before, during and
ÒÒ Did I understand all the words?
after reading the text - to
ÒÒ Is there something I need to note that I don’t understand, and
make sure your reading is
go look it up or ask questions
effective
ÒÒ After: what was important about that text? What did I learn?
What else could you do
when reading to help
ensure you are taking it in
and learning?

Examples include
ÒÒ Using a pen/marker to highlight important words
ÒÒ Rewriting a bit of it in your own words at the side of the page
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10
MIN

ACTIVE READING EXERCISE
Instructions
ww Give participants ‘Handout Five: Active Reading on Happiness’
ww Ask participants to read the text, and use some of the techniques discussed while they are reading
it
ww Have group discussion on what they found useful and might use again
ww Note; if there is a group member with literacy difficulties it may be useful to read the text aloud
and have visual representations of key questions for them to think about

15
MIN

Exercise Four: Avoiding Distractions
AIM

Participants consider some of the things that distract them from learning, studying and problem
solving and ways to avoid these distractions

OVERVIEW
There is one part to this exercise: a discussion and worksheet on how to avoid distractions

INSTRUCTIONS

ÆSLIDE 5

Discuss:
ww Ask participants what are some of the things that distract them when they are trying to focus on
solving a problem, learning or studying?
ww Write the distractions up as a list on a flipchart
ww Ask participants to work in pairs and using ‘Handout 6: Avoiding Distractions’, pick the top 5 distractions for them, and ways to avoid them. For the Facilitator, suggestions to support discussion
are included in the table below.
ww Ask each pair to feed back their ideas on 2-3 areas
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My top five distractions What I can do to avoid these
(in class or when
studying)
Your phone

ÒÒ Turn it onto airplane mode for a specific time
ÒÒ Put it away, give it someone else to mind / leave it in another room
ÒÒ Time it out: 30 mins study, 15 mins on phone

Internet surfing (i.e.
youtube)

ÒÒ Say ‘I’m not allowed to check snapchat/instagram/facebook etc. for
the next 30 minutes
ÒÒ Put blocking software to stop you from visiting social media for a
time period like ‘coldturkey.com’

Talking to friends
(in person or on the
phone)

ÒÒ Turn your phone onto airplane mode
ÒÒ Text/tell your friends you won’t be talking to them for the next 30
minutes / 1 hour
ÒÒ Schedule time to talk or text your friends

Falling asleep

ÒÒ Go for a walk
ÒÒ Open a window
ÒÒ Have a drink of water
ÒÒ Get enough sleep

Getting bored

ÒÒ Change tasks and come back to it
ÒÒ Find a way to make the task interesting by setting yourself a time
limit or another challenge

Day dreaming

ÒÒ Do some anchoring exercises
ÒÒ Take some deep breaths to stay focussed on the task at hand
ÒÒ Jot down a note for yourself to come back to whatever it is you were
thinking of later

Other:
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5
MIN

EXERCISE FIVE: SUMMARISING LEARNING
AIM Participants summarise their learning from the session, a practical application of the final skill
for learning, which is summarising.

OVERVIEW
There is one part to this exercise: a group discussion to summarise what participants learned in this
session.

INSTRUCTIONS

ÆSLIDE 5

Discuss: A final practical tip for learning and problem solving is summarising what we already know
and what we have learned
ww Participants should break into pairs and write a list of five things that were covered in the session
today
ww Come back into the larger group and ask two pairs of participants to list the things they listed
ww Write the key points up on a flipchart
ww Ask other participants to provide anything additional to the list that the first two pairs did not list
and add these to the flipchart list
ww As a group, summarise anything else that has been left out and add to the flipchart list
ww Discuss that doing this at the end of trying to learn something can help embed the learning in our
brains and help us to remember what we need to learn
5
MIN

Exercise Six: Close
Instructions
Reflection: Participants should take a minute to think about one time in their lives that they feel they
have solved a problem – in a social, , school, family, work or other situation. It might have been a very
small problem, or it might have been a big problem
Take the Lesson: Ask participants to pay attention this week to ‘feedback’, meaning when people give
each other opinions about how the other person is doing. This week they should pay attention and see
are they the type of person who gives a lot of feedback to others; do they give more compliments or
criticism? There’s no good or bad; it’s just to start to understand the type of feedback we give, where,
and to whom?
Grounding:
a) Do a simple grounding exercise; for example, ring the bell and as participants to pay close attention to the sound, and how long it rings for, and when they can stop hearing it
b) Thank the participants and wish them well for next week.
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HANDOUT ONE: LEARNING PYRAMID

Learning Pyramid
average
student
retention
rates

Lecture

10%
20%

Reading
Audiovisual

30%

Demonstration

50%

Discussion

75%

Practice doing

90%

Teach others

Source: National Training Laboratories, Bethel, Maine
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HANDOUT TWO:
HOW TO TEACH FEEDBACK
How many tips for remembering someone’s name did the other person remember? Tick them as they
get them, and then remind them of the others after they finish
To be a good teacher you
must be:
Relaxed and easy going

Be professional

Be creative

Keep it interesting and
exciting
Know your subject

Learn from your participants

Have a passion for your
subject
Participants learn differently
so find the best way for them
to learn
Show empathy, show that
it’s OK to make mistakes
Set goals and tasks

Give positive feedback

Encourage participants to
think for themselves
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HANDOUT THREE:
HOW TO REMEMBER SOMEONE’S NAME FEEDBACK
How many tips for being a good teacher did the other person remember? Tick them as they get them,
and then remind them of the others after they finish
Take a few deep breaths before
you are introduced to someone

Look the person in the eye

Making eye contact doubles your
attention

Say the person’s name out loud
when you first meet them

The more senses you use the
better chance you have of
retaining information
Tell your brain to remember the
person’s name when they tell you

Exercising your brain with games
improves your memory

Picture the person’s name across
their forehead

Play a game with the person’s
name; visualise something funny

The average person forgets half
of what they heard within 30
minutes
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HANDOUT FOUR:
MIND MAP EXAMPLE
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HANDOUT FIVE:
ACTIVE READING ON HAPPINESS
“Happiness is not something ready-made. It comes from your own actions.”
That’s the secret to happiness. More specifically, your right actions will lead to increased
levels of happiness. What are the right actions? The first one is gratitude. You cannot simultaneously hold emotions such as fear, loathing, jealousy, and hatred while also being grateful.
If you are feeling stressed out, anxious, or generally bummed out, the fastest way back to
happiness is a deep focus on gratitude. This can be accomplished with 10 to 15 minutes of
focussed meditation. The focus of the meditation being, “What three things are you truly
grateful for?”
But wait, deep thoughts of gratitude are not action, right? And the secret to happiness comes
from your own actions, so it’s not enough to think thoughts of gratitude. Instead, actions must
be taken. In this case, it is the act of expressing your appreciation to the people for whom
you are most grateful. In fact, it’s more important to tell someone how much you appreciate
them than to tell them you love them. That’s because love means different things to different
people, but appreciation is universal. The act of expressing gratitude to those you love will
immediately affect your level of happiness.
A second action that leads to happiness is the act of giving. Recall the classic wisdom, “It is
better to give than to receive.”
The act of giving immediately changes your physiology, especially when you give to someone
who is clearly in need. The selfless act of giving without any expectation of receiving brings
out an emotional energy that fills you with a sense of purpose and accomplishment. The act
of giving releases a feeling inside of you that you have made a real and significant difference
in the life of someone else. You cannot help but feel happy when you have positively affected
the life of someone else.
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HANDOUT SIX: AVOIDING DISTRACTIONS
1) Pick in pairs your top five distractions
2) Come up with some ways to avoid these
3) Feedback to the larger group on 2 – 3 of these

Distractions when
trying to learn,
study or solve a
problem.

What I can do to avoid these

1) Your phone

2) Internet surfing
(i.e. youtube)

3) Talking to
friends (in person
or on the phone)

4) Falling asleep

5) Getting bored

6) Day dreaming

7) Other:
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SORT It

Take the
Lesson

09

Take the Lesson
Please thoroughly read the introductory
chapter and the literature review to ensure
you are familiar with all the concepts and
models, and that you can confidently explain
them simply and clearly to participants.
This is the final session, so it requires
some preparation including developing
individualised reports for participants,
identifying someone to come and speak, and
arranging for treats and a party atmosphere

MATERIALS NEEDED

Flipchart, blu-tac and
markers for writing up
discussion questions / notes
etc. throughout the session
Personal report
from the tutor
CEO / local sports person
/ role model to speak
Pizza or some other treat
A copy of ‘Hand-out One’ –
1 for every two participants

1hr
40

A copy of Hand-out Two – 1
for every two participants

SESSION
TIMETABLE

A copy of Hand-out Three
– 1 for EACH participant

Section

Time

Welcome

5

Take the Lesson

55

Post Evaluation Quiz

20

Closing and certificates

40

A completed ‘certificate’
for each participant – this
should be done in advance
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10
MIN

Trickle In
Last Week’s Take the Lesson was … Ask participants to pay attention this week to ‘feedback’, meaning
when people give each other opinions about how the other person is doing. This week they should
pay attention to see are they the type of person who gives a lot of feedback to others; do they give
more compliments or criticism? There’s no good or bad; it’s just to start to understand the type of
feedback we give, where, and to whom?
As people trickle in, have a discussion:
ww Did you notice that you’re the kind of person who gives a lot of feedback or not?
ww Are you the kind of person who feeds back with compliments, or criticism?
ww Do you think one type is more useful than the other? Why?

5
MIN

Welcome
MINDFUL MINUTE
ww Ring the bell to acknowledge the beginning of the session and focus participants into the room
ww Do a body scan, observation exercise, square breathing or other mindful exercise for one minute
to help participants to ground before the session

INTRODUCTION TO THE SESSION

ÆSLIDE 2

Discuss the following:
ww Looking at the SORT It model, we have gone through the model, except for the last step.
ww Today we’re going to focus on
ÒÒ Developing skills in reviewing and feeding back on learning
ÒÒ Do a quiz to help review some of our learning
ÒÒ Finished the programme and reflect on what we have accomplished

55
MIN

Exercise One: Take the Lesson
AIM Participants understand the importance of reflecting on their own success in managing a
situation and learn to feed back to one another

OVERVIEW
There are three parts to this exercise
a) A discussion on the importance of feedback
b) Practice on a case study, Melanie
c)

A structured feedback circle
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10
MIN

FEEDING BACK DISCUSSION

ÆSLIDE 3

ww Last week, we looked at different things that could help us to learn, like mind mapping and
summarising.
ww This week we will study another important skill to help us learn. That is being able to reflect
and feed back (to ourselves or others) on our experiences.
ww Feedback can be both positive and negative
ww We are going to practice reflecting on learning and providing positive feedback to ourselves
and others after a challenge
ww To do that, we are going to look at some scenarios, including scenarios in our own lives
ww We’re going to use two steps to do this.
ÒÒ Step One: listen to or read the scenario and compare what the person in the case study did
compared to the SORT It model
ÒÒ Step Two: practice providing feedback using the three sentences in the column on the left,
below, which are explained in the column on the right.
The sentence
starts with

This means

Good on you
(me) for…

Things we did right
ÒÒ Finding the positive in your reaction to the problem, something that you feel
proud of or are glad you did.
ÒÒ It’s not always obvious, but there is a positive way to view most situations,
even if the outcome wasn’t great

At least you (I)
didn’t…

Things we didn’t do that could have been worse
ÒÒ This can help us to see that even if what we did wasn’t 100% right, that we
could have done something that was worse and we chose not to do that
ÒÒ This helps us to find strength in what we did, particularly if we are struggling
to find and answer to the first question

I wonder if next Things we might do differently to make it even better next time
time you (I)
ÒÒ This doesn’t mean when the exact same situation arises, but when a similar
could…
situation might arise
ÒÒ It means that with the benefit of hindsight, is there something we could
have done that would have made it even better for ourselves or others, or
increased the chances of everyone getting what they wanted
ÒÒ The more we imagine acting differently the easier it will be to put this into
action in the future
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15
MIN

ÆSLIDE 4

FEEDBACK FOR MELANIE
ww Ask participants to work in pairs

ww Give each pair a copy of Hand-out 1: Melanie’s Story and Hand-out 2: Melanie’s Feedback
ww Read through the feedback sheet together to ensure participants know what they are feeding
back on, and how to do it
ww Read through the scenario and ask participants to complete the feedback sheet
ww Have a group discussion covering the following points:
Group question

Points for discussion

Did Melanie shift from Old Brain
to New Brain? How?

Yes, she felt her feet on the ground and took two breaths

Did she identify her Objective?
How?

Yes, she focussed on her goal of becoming a catwalk stylist. She
also identified the goal of her trainer which was just to do her job

Did she read the lights? What
colour were they?

She read the lights and saw that they were ‘red’. There was no way
she was getting out of this exam

Did she give herself feedback
and Take the Lesson?

She congratulated herself on not losing the rag with her trainer

Good on Melanie for…

ÒÒ Taking time to focus on the best way to deal with the situation
ÒÒ Showing understanding to the tutor
ÒÒ Showing grit/resilience
ÒÒ Showing a commitment to her future self, who would be
grateful
ÒÒ Finding a way to help herself by asking the tutor for help
ÒÒ Etc.

At least you didn’t…

ÒÒ Storm out (she has in the past!)
ÒÒ Start shouting at the trainer
ÒÒ Hit the trainer
ÒÒ Etc.

I wonder next time if you could … ÒÒ Not get fed up with the trainer in the first instance
ÒÒ Have put more time into studying before the exam so she’s not
so stressed at this late point
25
MIN

FEEDBACK FOR EACH OTHER

ÆSLIDE 5

ww Participants should think about one problem or difficulty that they have encountered since they
started this course. This can be in relation to class, work, home or anywhere else.
ww Participants should complete Hand-out 3: Good on Me; let participants know that they don’t have
to share what they have written but they will be invited to do so
ww Participants should be invited to share their story about the problem they solved to the group (or
if you prefer in small groups of 3 to 4). They should tell the story of what happened without saying
what their feedback to themselves is, just telling the story.
ÒÒ This means the tutor should gently remind them if they say, ‘I should have’ or any other
commentary on their story.
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ww Two other participants should feed back to them using the:
ÒÒ Good on you for…
ÒÒ At least you didn’t…
ÒÒ I wonder next time if you could…
ww After receiving the feedback, the participant should thank the others
ww The facilitator should emphasise the importance of doing this for OURSELVES after every difficult
scenario we have to manage
ww If you have time you can get them to close their eyes and to visualisation the ‘maybe next time you
could scenario….’. To introduce this let them know that by playing out this role play in their mind
they are more likely to be able automatically feel and act this way next time.

ÆSLIDE 6

SUMMARISE

To end, thank everyone for their stories. Have a brief discussion about why it’s good to make time to
reflect and to learn from our actions, highlighting the key learning which is that we need to be kind to
ourselves and to celebrate our small achievements. Below are some questions and points to help guide
this group discussion.
Group question

Points for discussion

Why is it good to be kind
to ourselves when we give
feedback how do we do it?

ÒÒ Research shows that we learn more when we receive positive
reinforcement.
ÒÒ Positive self-talk has also been shown to also reduces anxiety and
confidence
ÒÒ Positive self-talk does not mean lying to yourself it simply means
focusing on what we did do well rather than what we didn’t
ÒÒ When you are giving feedback to yourself watch your gNATS – it
can easy for these guys to sneak into your thoughts. To prevent
this, be aware of your thoughts, actively keep them positive, and
ask yourself structured questions. Keep it short and focused then
think of something else.

What’s a visualisation and
why might it be good to
visualise another way of
acting?

ÒÒ A visualisation is a ‘brain movie’ which means you playing out
an episode in your head, with you acting the role in the way you
would like, concentrate on the feelings and the image
ÒÒ Research has shown that if we visualise an action we are better
able to later do that same action. This is a technique that
Olympian athletes use this all the time to help them perform
better. The same is true for a conversation or a feeling.
ÒÒ It’s also good to know that if you visualise a story or information
when you read it, you are much better able to remember it

How can you support each
other?

ÒÒ If you have a friend, you can support each other by using these
exercises
ÒÒ If you hear someone being negative about themselves, remind
them of their gNATS and that there are other, more useful, ways
to look at the situation
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Exercise Two: Quiz

ÆSLIDE 7-15

AIM The aim of this quiz is to very lightly review the content of the programme and serve as a brief
reminder of what was covered. This should be a fun and silly exercise. You can break the group into
teams to do the quiz, have prizes etc. Show each question on the presentation and go through the
answers at the end.
1) What does SORT It stand for?
a) Stop, Open your Eyes, Run, Timing
b) Shift from old brain to new brain,
Objective, Read the Lights, Take the
Lesson
c) See, Observe, React, Triumph
Answer: b
2) What does ‘Fight or Flight’ refer to?

6) A ‘RED’ situation means you probably have
to…
a) Keep your eyes on the prize and get
through something difficult
b) Show some grit – that you can put up
with discomfort to get what you need
c) ‘Suck it up’ and do something you don’t
want to get what you ultimately need
d) All of the above

a) A brand of runners
b) What happens to your old brain when
you are confronted with a threatening
situation
c) A boxing move

Answer: d

Answer: b

a) True
b) False

3) Which of the following can help you Shift
from Old Brain to New Brain
a) Taking a few deep breaths
b) Observing your surroundings and using
your senses
c) Thinking about things you are grateful
for
d) All of the above
Answer: d
4) What does the ‘NAT’ in Pesky gNAT stand
for?
a) Naughty ant thoughts
b) Negative automatic thoughts
c) Never again thanks
Answer: b
5) An objective can help you to…
a) Know what you want and make a plan to
get it
b) Take over the world
c) Be immediately happy
d) All except c

7) True or false…. An orange situation is one
where we can negotiate, and maybe change
the situation?

Answer: a
8) True or false… A green situation means
we have no control and have to just go with
whatever is put in front of us
a) True
b) False
Answer: b, a green situation is one where with
a simple plan put into action you can change
the situation
9) Which of the following statements are
true about giving feedback?
a) It helps us to acknowledge what was
positive
b) It helps us to figure out where we could
have done better
c) It gives us a big head
d) It is very unhelpful
Answer: a, b and if you want, c!

Answer: d
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30-40

MIN

Exercise Three: Celebration and Close
AIM Participants feel acknowledged and proud for having completed the SORT IT programme

OVERVIEW
There are two parts to this exercise
a) Opening speech by senior person in the organisation or local person of importance
b) Presentation by the tutor

OPENING SPEECH
A brief opening speech should be given by the lead person in the organisation covering points
including:
ww Thanks to the young people for their time, energy and participation
ww An acknowledgement of the excellent work they have put in
ww Hope that they will use the learning in their lives and other programmes

CERTIFICATES
One by one, participants should be given a certificate completed by the tutor (template is below)
with the tutor saying something unique about each individual using the sentence ‘I was proud of you
when…’
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HAND-OUT ONE:
MELANIE’S STORY
Melanie is on a hairdressing course. She asks her trainer if she can start the hair-colouring programme today, but her trainer reminds her that she’s not allowed to move
onto the hair-colouring bit of the course until she passes her health and safety exam
which is next Monday.
Melanie is furious and tells the trainer she’s sick and tired of having to do reading
and exams, she didn’t sign up for that, she just wants to be a hairdresser. The trainer
reminds her that she did sign up for the exams because she was told that was a part
of the course. Melanie is panicked because the exam is next week. She feels furious
and wants to storm out or hit the trainer. So, she:
ww Feels her feet on the ground and takes two deep breaths
ww Thinks about her goal of being a catwalk hair stylist
ww Realises there’s no way out of this exam if she wants to reach her goal
ww Thinks about the fact that the trainer is just doing her job and wants them all to
pass
ww Says to the trainer ‘fair enough… I prefer the actual work but I know this is part of
the course’
ww Says to the trainer ‘I find the exams really hard to be honest. Can you help me to
get ready for them’?
The trainer says ‘I’m very busy Melanie, but I can meet with you for an hour on
Thursday to help. Melanie feels less stressed about preparing for the exam now and
thinks to herself ‘I’m proud now I didn’t lose the rag’.
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HAND-OUT TWO: MELANIE’S FEEDBACK
SORT IT – describe how Melanie did it
SORT It Step

Did Melanie do this step? If so, how?

Shift from Old Brain to
New Brain

Objective identified

Read the Lights

Take the Lesson

1) Good on you for…

2) At least you didn’t…

3) I wonder next time if you could…
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HAND-OUT THREE:
GOOD ON ME
The situation/problem was:

Good on me for…

At least I didn’t…

I wonder next time
if I could…
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AWARDED TO

OF THE SORT IT PROGRAMME

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION

